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Credit For Leaders
Endorsed By U. Council
By Jean Leber
A proposal to give academic
credits to students was one of
several suggestions discussed at
a University Council meeting held
last week.
The proposal to give students in
leadership positions credit for
their work was submitted by stu-'
dent representative Mike Bentivenga. Students would be given
3 credits a semester for their involvement. This would come
under the Independent Study Program, which means it has to be arranged through a dean and must
have a faculty advisor. Under this
proposal a student would take 12
regular credits and the Independent Study.
After discussing the proposal,
the Council voted to recommend
the idea to the deans of undergraduate studies. So far no immediate action has been taken by
the deans themselves.
Three other proposals concerning social conduct on campus
were submitted by Dean Shimpf.

These included the elimination of
BYOB functions in the Campus
Center, re-evaiuation of the floor
party extension policy and a more
critical evaluation of the keg policy within residence halls.
Regarding the elimination of
BYOB functions in the campus
center, it was suggested that
groups sponsoring admission obtain a liquor permit to sell the alcoholic beverages to those in attendance. In this way the person
responsible for the permit could
regulate the amount of liquor
available to guests.
The proposal was made in response to the incidence of damage on campus due to intoxicated
students and the inability of Resident Advisors to clear the dorms
during fire drills.
Proposal number two requested
a re-evaluation of the floor party
extension policy. Presently, floor
parties may be extended past 1:30
if two-thirds of eighty per cent of
the floor approves the extention.
The question was raised as to the
Continued on page 9

Bulletin Board Torched
Arson Suspected
By Frank Malinconico
A fire of suspicious origin caused extensive damage to the Campus Center Bulletin Board outside
the bookstore last Saturday night.
Jim Kagis, a graduate assistant
in the Campus Center noticed the
bulletin board smoldering at about
8:30 p.m. Kagis grabbed a fire extinguisher and brought the fire under control.
Ann Rice, a senior who works in
the gameroom, says she noticed
two boys of high school age hanging around the cooridor shortly before the incident occurred. Rice
admitted that she was in a hurry
and did not get a good glimpse of
the pair. "When I came downstairs
from planning a party in the Faculty Dining room, I noticed a crowd
had gathered around the bulletin

board," she said. "The bulletin
board was smoldering."
Rice is still not sure where the
two boys came from, or how long
they had been in the Campus Center. "If I had come downstairs Jive
minutes earlier I might have
caught the vandals," she said.
Kagis is not sure how much it
will cost to replace the damaged
board, but he noted that the incident occurred at a convenient
time. "We had planned to replace
all the bulletin boards in the Campus Center anyway," he noted.
In another unrelated incident,
Security is continuing their investigation into reports that the Barlow road gate was damaged after
someone tried to drive through the
closed fence, on Friday. So far no
additional leads have been uncovered in either of the incidents.

L to R; Brian Bellows, John Nevins, Danny Allen, Jeanne Luglio, Lynne Desmond, Kevin McColgan, Bill Sclaub,
(Front) Andy McGowan
[photo by Joe Mugnai)

McGowan Unveils Cabinet
Awaits Legislature Go-Ahead
By Lauretta LoCasale'
President-elect Andy McGowan,
has announced the names of the
newly selected cabinet. The cabinet appointees still must be approved by the student legislature
before they can be sworn in.
McGowan's cabinet consists of
those people who he felt would
"work best with one another."
According to McGowan, "Each
member realizes the jobs that are
asked of them, but I am putting
emphasis on my cabinet in assisting each other and voicing
their opinions on all the decisions
that are to be made." When his administration moves into F.U.S.A.,
each member will have daily office
hours so that there will always be
a F.U.S.A. representative in theoffice. In addition to the office
hours, they will also post their box
numbers which will allow students ■
to contact them if necessary.
The two Co-Executive Advisors
are Jeanne Cuscione '81, a politics
major, and John Nevins '81 who is
a biology major. Cuscione will be
the legislative Mason from the executive branch. She is responsible
for maintaining good communication between the two branches,
along with dispersing and ordering F.U.S.A. supplies. Cusione will

also be a trouble-shooter if unexchecks and advises the Executive
pected problems arise with stuon all budgetary matters.
dents. She will also act with the
The position of Attorney GenerAttorney General in an attempt to
al is filled by Brian Bellows '81
improve the problems that some
who is also a politics majors. He
students living at the beach are ■ advises the Executive Branch on
faced with. Lastly, Cusione will atthe Constitutionality of F.U.S.A.
tend those events in which the
actions. Bellows is the chief proPresident may not be able to atsecuter for the Student Court and
tend. John Nevins will manage the
is responsible for all the concerns
internal structure of the governof individual students. He will also
ment as well as acting as the Adbe in charge of strengthening the
ministrative and Faculty Mason
Beach Association. His job further
from F.U.S.A. He will also assist
includes his participation as
the President at meetings and
F.U.S.A.'s Dorm Council Liason,
with the varied correspondences
where he will work in conjunction
which are made throughout the
with communications to inform
year. His responsibilities also instudents of the present and future
clude the co-ordinating of the
plans of the Univeristy. Bellows
various executive departments,
will also deal with the minority
along with initiating programs and
groups on campus,.to make cerdoing research to help solve some
tain that their opinions are heard
of the problems that the school
and given considerable recognifaces. Nevins will also represent
tion.
F.U.S.A. when the President isn't
Kevin McColgan '81 and Dan Alv
able to attend a function.
len '82 are the two members who
As :an accounting major, Bill will oversee the operations of
Schaub '81 was chosen as the S.E.C. and coordinate all the speF.U.S.A. Treasurer. He will main- cial planning that is undertaken by
tain all financial- records and re- F.U.S.A. They will also assist
port regularly to the"legislature.
Continued on page 2
Schaub initiates all requests for

Regis Site Of
Laundry Blaze
by Philip McGinty

Campus Center bulletin board was destroyed last week by a fire which has been labeled as arson.
(Eileen Haggerty Photo)

The laundry room in Regis Hall
was the site of a set fire on Saturday, March 8, in which two dryers
were severely damaged and some
three hundred dollars of women's
clothing was destroyed. Despite
the apparent damages, no students
were injured in the incident.
The fire alarm was pulled the
ground floor of the building at 2:22
am that morning, and Security
soon arrived at the scene. Security
officer Dave Baxter informed that
when he tried to enter the laundry
room, he "couldn't even see the
fire, the smoke was so thick"
Although Baxter doused theftarras
with a fire extinguisher, tr» ftfrfield Fire Dept. was called to tL6
scene to open fans to release iie
smoke and to be sure that tne
flames
were
extinguished
thoroughly.
Security stated that, according
to the Fairfield Fire Captain, '"it
was
deliberately
set."
This
statement was upheld by William

Voltz who supplies and services
the university's laundry equipment
through his own company. After
inspecting the two dryers that were
damaged, by flames, Voltz commented; "The dryers were perfect
inside. There was no mechanical
failure."
Because the students living in
Regis are concerned about who will
pay for the damage which was
estimated at roughly $500, Voltz
emphasized that he will be responsible for all damages since he has a
contract with the university for the
equiptment. Although the insurance coverage has not been determined, Voltz mentioned that he is
not overly concerned becaused the
fire was the "first major thing to
happen in about four years."
Concerning the overall treatment
of the machines on campus, Voltz
stated, "This year the students
have been very good." He added
that, despite the recent fire, he has
no reservations about supplying
Regis with more washing facilities
in the future.
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The Week In Review
By Stephen Banbury
ALL 50 AMERICAN hostages are alive and
are still held in the U.S. Embassy in Teheran,
according to a Government official in
Washington. He claimed to have firm
evidence for his announcement. The most
likely next step is said to be an effort to impose international economic sanctions,
perhaps stronger than January's abandoned
plan. One official noted, "the second time
around makes a very poor copy." Foreign
Minister Ghotzadeh predicted that last week's
balloting would bring a quick solution once
the~hew parliament is in office in early May.
Strategists here, still hopeful of a negotiated
settlement have said, "A few weeks ago we
didn't have anyone to talk to in Iran; now we
have Bani-Sadr."

FUEL BILLS FOR THE 21-ship Navy task
force in the Indian Ocean promises to add
$300 million to operating costs this year. The
Pentagon is currently studying plans to aid
the ailing Navy. So far, morale remains "very
high", a Navy reports said recently. It explains: "They know why they're there."

ftR50NMLY,IUKQ
THAT REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE FROM
ILLIN01S...BUTIKNOW

*•*

THE U.S. PLANS to sell Egypt 244 Chrysler
tanks to replace aging Soviet equipment, the
Pentagon has announced. Delivery of the
tanks is to begin in December, thus delaying
shipments to the U.S. Army by some 18
months. The tank sale would total $454.1
million.

***

c

*7?8

LAST FRIDAY, PRESIDENT Carter disclosed
his new anti-inflation package. It includes fee
on imported oil intended to raise gas prices
by up to ten cents a gallon. This new fee
became essential after two weeks of searching out budget cuts; it will produce up to
$11 billion a year in revenues. Also included
in his plan are additional money and credit
restrictions. Congress says that his plans are
still about 7 billion dollars short of the projected $21 billion needed to balance the
budget.

PAKISTAN ARRESTED A retired general
said to be the leader of an unsuccessful coup
last week, the official news agency there has
reported. Meanwhile, officials indicated that
Pakistan, which had rejected U.S. military aid
is willing to accept economic assistance.

***

BRITAIN'S BOYCOTT OF the Olympics this
summer was pressed by Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher. The Government has announced that civil servants and military personnel would not be granted special leave to
compete in Moscow and it ended its
diplomatic liaison between British competitors and Soviet sports authorities.

HKmlSlmCjSSBt

***

THE FORD PINTO trial ended in acquittal as
the auto manufacturer was cleared of charges
of reckless homicide in the deaths of three
young women in a pinto that burst into flames
when it was hit from behind by another vehicle. The charges are believed to be the most
serious of this kind to be brought against an
American Automaker.

***

ISRAEL MOVED PATROLS to lookouts in the
occupied West Bank, seeking to discourage
violence in the sensitive Arab region^ In
Jerusalem, Mayor Teddy Kollek said that U.S.
criticism "only creates tension and makes
Jerusalem's life as one city more difficult."

* *«

*#*

THE SAME JURY that convicted John Gacy
of murdering 33 boys and young men said last
week that he should die in the electric chair.
When the court clerk read the juror's decision
there was a burst of applause from the
parents and friends of the victims; it was
quickly quieted by guards. An execution date
of June 2 was set, pending a state required
appeal.

*

1

***

COLUMBIA'S FIFTH ROUND of negotiations
have failed to break the deadlock with the
militants holding hostages in Bogota. The U.S.
ambassador is among those held. Columbia
has sought to speed up the trials of jailed
guerrillas that the leftists want released.

RHODESIA'S INDEPENDENCE FROM Britain
will be delayed until the end of April, Prime
Minister Mugabe said last week. He told
reporters that his party "was not quite ready"
to take over the government from the British
Governor, Lord Soames. There was no confirmation of the delay from Soames' office.

fSSSk
PWIJ&M

***

AUSTRIA HAS BECOME the first Western
European nation to give full diplomatic
recognition to the Palestine Liberation
Organization, Chancellor Kreisky confirmed
yesterday. Kreisky calls this move "a new
form of diplomatic recognition."

***

***

A MEDIEVEL COMMUNION set was
found by an amateur treasure hunter with a
hand-held metal detector in Ireland's county
Tipperary. The 8th century artifact, which includes an intricately filigreed gold and
silver chalice, reflects a golden era in
Ireland's past.

A SPOKESMAN FOR A team of nuclear
engineers who were the first humans to enter
the damaged containment building at three
Mile Island, said that the operation is "vital"
for assessing later entry into the plant. This
first entrance since last March has shown officials that entry into the building maybe
possible in several weeks.

***

*••

v

POLLS SHOW THAT the President is now
slipping in popularity. A series of setbacks
have raised the competence question once
again. He has no good choices for getting the
hostages out of Iran and the economy running
wild shakes confidence in Carter. His planned
budget cuts won't really make a difference
before November. Anderson is expected to
take control of former Carter supporters who
are digusted with his performance.

***

CHINA IS DEFERRING ambitious 1985 production goals by about five years, a Chinese
economist said recently in Hong Kong. The
scaled down targets are expected to mean
further large imports of grain, steel, coal and
oil.

***

LooK,iApy- you'Re. m ONG WHO ASK^O RR A BWOUS Movie STAR
W PARK HAIR, STRONGN0S6 AND MP SCTfiVBS...

McGowan's Cabinet
Continued from page 1
those clubs or councils that wish
to ask for assistance and advise in
running their events.
Two returning members who
will head the Arts, Lectures and
Career Spectrums are Jeanne LugMo '81 and Lynne Desmond '81.
Both members will present films,
lectures, dinner theaters and other
various types of cultural events on
campus. They will also serve as
Co-Directors of Career Spectrum
Day, along with the continuation
of Career Informative spectcums
throughout the year. Finally, they
will be in charge of various community services "such as United
Way.

A SCHOOL PRAYER law was overturned
by the Massachusetts Supreme Court. It ruled that the state's six week old statute is an
unconstitutional sponsorship of religion
despite , its provisions for voluntary participation.

Two more members from the
class of '81 who are in charge of
Publications and Communications
will be Allison De Groot and Maria
Cortese. They will oversee the
publication of the Monthly Calendar, Campus Crier, and any other
informative news which F.U.S.A.
would like to relate to the student
body. De Groot and Cortese will
also be in charge of all the advertising and publication of materials
for all F.U.S.A.-related events.
The Co-Directors for Campus
Activities are John Sohegan '82
and Joe Alvarez '81. Both Sohegan
and Alvarez will initiate Intramural
programs, organize buses for
away sporting events and home

THE $1 POLITICAL fund checkoffs on income tax returns will apparently produce
enough funds for the 1980 Presidential election with considerable money to spare. The'
fund,had more than $135 million on Jan. 1
and is expected to raise at least $30 million
more in the first half of 1980.
A PRO NUCLEAR bumper sticker reads,
"Nuclear plants are built better than Jane
Fonda."

hockey games. They will each
have a vote on the Athletic
Budget. In addition, they will
organize trips to concerts,
festivals and to N.Y! City throughout the year.
The remaining cabinet position
of Commuter Liason is filled by
Drew Hiltz '81, who will be responsible for informing commuters on
the events that will take place as
well as creating a better awareness of what activities are available to them. He will publish a special events calendar specifically
for commuters in an effort to encourage them to become a more
integral part of campus life.
McGowan added, "I would like
to request from the Mirror, if
possible, a F.U.S.A. column in
which all the cabinet members and
myself would be able to voice our
plans and student concerns."

The Barlow Road gates were destroyed last week by an unknown driver
who tried to go through the locked gates. Story on page 1.
(Eileen Haggerty Photo)
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Campus Notes

Dr. Daniel A. Hodes, chief Economist and Director-Business Economics of
GTE Corporation will speak on "Changing Theories of Inflation" on
Tuesday, March 25 at 9:30 a.m. in the Nursing Auditorium. All are welcome
to attend.
STUDENT BEACH
ASSOCIATION
The Fairfield University Student
Beach Association is still alive and
functioning according to president
Tim Buckley. Buckley attributes
the long absence of the
association from the headlines to
the fact that things are going
smoothly for beach residents.
Though it has not been active
lately, the Beach Association
remains available to any offcampus resident student who
needs assistance.
The association sprung from last
fall's fallout involving beach
students, local residents, landlords, and the university. It was
formed by a group of off campus
students who realized the need for
uniform representation. The Beach
Association has taken two major
actions since its inception. The
first was the acquisition of an attorney, Andrew Garson, who is kept
on a retainer by the Association
and.is available to advise and assist
individuals. The other action taken
by the Association was to limit the
evening shuttle to beach residents
only. This was done to placate yearround residents who claimed that
the shuttle buses were bringing
hordes of Fairfield students to the
beach at night.
Students should note that the
Beach Association officers and
Andrew Garson will hold a meeting
for students contemplating moving

off campus. The meeting will be in
Gonzaga Auditorium on Tuesday,
March 25 at 7:30 p.m. Topics to be
discussed include dealing with
landlords and realtors, contractual
agreements and tenants rights.
Anyone considering moving off
campus is urged to attend.
"CHANGES IN THECHURCH"
"Changes in the Church", an informal presentation and sharing
and prayer experience for women
staff of Fairfield University will be
.held Thursday, evening, March 27
in the Faculty Meeting Room at
7:45 p.m. Sr. Marie Therese of the
Campus Ministry will be the
speaker.
"Changes in the Church" had been
originally planned for March 13 but
had to be cancelled due to inclement weather.
All women members of the staff
as well as interested students are
invited to attend. For more information, contact Sr. Marie in the
Campus Ministry Office or May
Loughlin at Ext. 2203.
FINANCIAL AID
FOR 1980-81 YEAR
Nothing's getting cheaper these
days and with the reminder last
week that tuition will go up more
than twelve per cent next year, this
is becoming more and more obvious. Inflation is making many
things prohibitively expensive but
that does not have to be so with
educational costs.
The Financial Aid office on the
ground floor of Loyola Hall in room

1-E is a place to go if you would like
information on the many types of
financial aid available. Paul MarchelIi, director of Financial Aid, and
assistant director Debra Castanos,
are eager to help students with
questions on student loans,
scholarships and how to apply for
them. They will also provide applications for some types of loans
and will help in filling out the applications.
Guaranteed student loans are
probably the most accessible sort
of financial aid for education. They
are available through banks in the
student's home state. Full-time
students may borrow up to $2500
per academic year regardless of
family income. You do not pay interest while you are enrolled in
school, and you do not have to
start paying back the loan for nine
months after you graduate. They
are available at seven percent interest.
If you need other financial help
to cover college costs you may file
a Financial Aid Form (FAF). If you
are interested, do it now—the
deadline is April 1. Paul Marchelli
and Debra Castanos can also offer
general financial counseling to
students "and are eager to answer
questions.
HODESTO SPEAK
Dr.
Daniel
Hodes,
chief
economist and Director-Business
Economics for General Telephone
and Electronics Corporation will
speak on "Changing Theories of Inflation" on Tuesday, March 25 at
9:30 a.m.
in
the. Nursing
Auditorium. All are welcome to this
presentation sponsored by the
School of Business.
Dr. Hodes joined GTE as a
Financial Analyst in 1961 and advanced through a series of
economic analysis positions prior
to his appointment as Chief
Economist in 1972. He was appointed to his present position in 1978.
An active member of the
National Association of Business
Economists, Dr. Hodes has served
as a council member, associate
editor of Business Economics,
the Associations quarterly professional journal, and president
of the Associations' Fairfield
County, Connecticut chapter. He
was named a fellow of the
Association in 1976. He is also active in the North American Society
for Corporate Planning and has
served as chairman of the Society's
1977 annual meeting and a director
of the New York chapter. He has
served as chairman of several
national conferences for these and
other organizations.
Dr. Hodes is the author of two
books on the economics of the
"housing industry and more than a
dozen articles on matters pertaining to the telephone industry
and on various analytical subjects
in economics and finance.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Thursday, March 20: Movie: "Watership Down". Excellent
animated version of the novel by Richard Adams. In Gonzaga
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.; admission $1.00. Movie will be shown
tomorrow night as well.
The English Department announces that Terry Stokes will be
doing a Poetry Reading at 3:30 p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room.
Admission is free.
Sunday, March 23: "St. Mark's Gospel", a stunning theatrical
presentation delivered by Michael Tolaydo in the Oak Room at 4 pm.
Students and senior citizens $3.00; general admission $5.00.
Monday, March 24: "The Amityville Horror", a slide illustrated
presentation by Ed and Lorraine Warren at 8:00 p.m. in the Oak
Room.
Members of the class of 1983 from now until Friday, March 28 will
iill out core curriculum requirements in the Office of the Registrar
in Canisius 204 in the order assigned by their lottery numbers.
Tuesday, March 25: Special meeting of the Chess Club in the
Faculty Dining Room at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 26: Movie: "The Four Hundred Blows". At 3:30
and7:30 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium.
LaCrosse vs. Southern Connecticut State College away at 3:30
p.m.
Friday, March 28: Spring Break Begins!I
Residence Halls close at 6 p.m.; please unplug everything.
Saturday, March 29: Antique Show in the Gym from 10:00 to 5:00
p.m. Admission is $1.75 or $1.50 with card available in Canisius 101
or the Campus Center Office.
Sunday, March 30: Antique Show in the Gym from 10:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Monday, April 7: Residence Halls open at 2:00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 8: Last day to notify Housing Office of intent to live
off-campus.
Friday, April 11: The Fairfield University Glee Club presents the annual John P. Murray S.J./Simon Harak Memorial Concert at the Klein
Auditorium in Bridgeport at 8 p.m.
Monday, April 14: Members of the class of 1981 will pick electives
and complete their programs in the order assigned by their lottery
numbers between-3:30 and 5:30 p.m. in the Oak Room.
Tuesday, April 15: The same procedure will take place for members
of the class of 1982.
Wednesday, April 15: Same procedure forthe class of 1983.

Vote for a man
who:

...has spent the last 20
years as an influential
member of Congress.
...has received the support of such major newspapers as The Chicago
Tribune.

ANDERSON
! for PRESIDENT
a

WHY NOT THE BEST?"
P<ii.t fw hy Ttw Amltwui fur Pru.diml O.mrm
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EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE =
EMPLOYMENT
STUDENT
SPECIAL
First Pitcher of Beer

$2.00

Every Monday thru Thursday
evenings only with Fairfield
Univ. I.D.
1035 Post Rd. East
Westport, Conn.
226-0022
CS^C$3£^C£33C£&C$33C$33C£&CS33

As a college student or graduate you probably realize that a good education
alone may not be enough to get you a job. What most employers are seeking in
addition to academics is experience, and that's where CPI can help. In the
business world, CPI's 6 month computer programming course is the equivalent
of up to a full year's "on the job" experience. Experience that adds a very
marketable skill to invaluable education. Did you know that more than 80% of all
CPI programming graduates have some college background? And that 40%
have four year degrees. That's education & experience. Oh yes, of 232 "degreed"
programmers, 219 or 94.4% secured positions with outstanding area companies. Want more information? We have free data processing seminars every
Wednesday from 2:00-4:00 p.m., and Saturday from 10:00 a.m.—1:00 p.m. Or call:

COMPUTER PROCESSING INSTITUTE
830 Broad Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut

366-3846
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Editorials
New Regulations
Are Not Needed
The University Council is currently considering three proposals
which will further regulate alcohol
consumption on campus. The proposals, if approved and implemented, would considerably
change the face of campus social
activities.
The first proposal would eliminate B.Y.O.B. functions to be held
on campus. A separate amendment to this proposal would allow
semi-formal dances to remain in
their present form.
The second proposal would provide for a time limit on extended
floor parties. At the present time
there is no time limit as long asthe
necessary vote is taken.
The third proposal is designed to
eliminate the use of keg beer at impromptu parties and limit the
number of kegs at floor parties to
one per 50 people.
We urge the University Council
to carefully consider the ramifications of passing these proposals.
The regulations concerning
alcohol consumption were drawn
up by a committee two years ago.
The committe was composed not
only of students and faculty, but
also members of the administration, including Deans Krell and

Samway. At that time, issues such
as alcohol and time limits, the
rights of students not to drink if
they choose, and responsible
drinking patterns were discussed.
The results of this tripartite committee are the rules we now have.
The question that we would like
to ask then, is what has provoked
this recent renewed interest in
tighter alcohol consumption
guidelines?
Although dorm damage was
high last year, we have seen considerable improvements this past
fall. Whether this is due to Regis
and Campion Halls going co-ed
has been debated. Still, the point
remains that things are improving.
Does the Administration really
want to risk this by imposing harsher regulations and possibly
causing unnecessary resentment
among students?
We hope the University Council
will consider the alternatives
before they rush into any decisions. The present regulations
seem to be workable, and while no
one set of rules will ever completely please the Administration and
students, we feel that the present
rules are a fair compromise to both
parties.

Letters
Writers Attack
Writer
To the Editor:
I seriously question Tim McDonald's ["Are
Resident Advisors Different?"] "justice"
as he calls it, to Kathleen Moynihan's article
of February 29 ["Administrator or Student"].
As a Resident Advisor who has lived
through the "Myth" for almost two years,
perhaps I can shed some light on Mrs. McDonald's article - without fear for my job.
As Tim points out, "A good RA is a person
who can keep their [sic] dorm happy and
relatively peaceful." Isn't this a description
of a good resident student? The article
states, "Everybody knows that pulling a false
alarm or breaking a window is wrong. Anyone
should turn the culprit in, but an RA who
does not is not only hurting himself, but the
students as well." Isn't the student who witnesses vandalism and doesn't report it also
hurting his fellow students?
By the nature of the position, a Resident
Advisor must be both an administrator and a
student. Mr. McDonald asks, "Instead of
trying to please students of SS, why don't
RA's just do their jobs?" Keeping the "dorm
happy and relatively peaceful" pleases both
students and SS. It requires the insight of a
student and the power of an administrator in essence, the "Myth".
Sincerely,
Mary C. Kapp '80
To the Editor:
In reply to Mr. McDonald's article concerning the position of Resident Advisor, I
would like to begin by destroying his illusion
of his 'doing justice' to anything. Articles
such as this provoke a response to the reporter's ignorance rather than the subject matter. I am sure Kathy will also have a personal
rebuttal to this assinine statement but I
would like to clear the air of some of the
sophomoric assumptions in the article.
As the word 'assume' implies, one can
easily make an ass of one's self. Mr. McDonald took the risk and now must pay the
consequences. His supposition reeks of
tainted views and personal biases. The
ignorance of the article seems to be

deliberate, yet I feel a reply is necessary since I am personally affected by his piece.
First of all - WHAT MYTH??? I was
unaware of any preordained image of
Student Services or Resident Advisors as
being inherently evil,nor was I aware that you
served as the student spokesman on these
matters. Actually, I am sure that the student
body objects to being included in your illinformed folly of an article. If you have a personal conflict with Student Services or a particular RA, I suggest you take your grievance
to them, instead of slinging indirect
criticisms at the expense of the housing staff
and'dragging the student body down to your
level.
Secondly, there is no such thing as a
'typical RA'. Each accepted applicant is
screened and placed where he/she will be
best suited and most effective. The 'power
trippers' and impetuous fools are weeded
out of the program. (Maybe The Mirror should
adopt a similar procedure.) Resident Advisors inevitably become an extension of
their prospective floor(s), responsive to the
particular needs of their floor. They are
required to attend a thorough orientation,
lasting a week, in order to be fully aware of
what is expected of them by their employer
and the people they are to serve. I think this
is sufficient in indoctrinating the RAs to their
position. They do not need a half-cocked
recognition seeker to define their job for
them. Neither are they 'just working their way
through'. Those who Seriously seek the
position bring a desire to be of assistance to
their fellow students, creating a mutually
rewarding growth experience. Monetary considerations are secondary as they barely
compensate the position.
At the risk of becoming patronizing I will
" conclude in saying that muckracking yellow
journalism such as yours is undermining the
University, (which WE are all a part of regardless of what anyone may think or say),
degrading to The Mirror and offensive to
those who were unjustly implicated. Frankly,
Mr. McDonald, your journalistic efforts give
me a royal 'TOM PAINE' in the
'
Michael DellaFave
Resident Advisor
South East l&ll
Continued on page 14
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Cheers
Cheers:to the Stag-Her Inn for its great
entertainment this semester.. .great job,
keep it up
to those members of the
faculty who are undexstanding about
seniors missing their classes for job interviews. ... .to the Irish Society for marching
in the parade last Monday and their dance
last week.. .great to see it
to Andy
McGowan's new cabinet.. .good luck in the
upcoming year.. .the re-cycling center idea
sounds good
to John Anderson and
George Bush for appearing at Fairfield
to the first day of spring which is of-.
ficially tomorrow.. .bring on Spring Break
to the two people who got their Blazer
caught in the sand at the beach at low
tide.. .thanks for providing some excitement
to the recent glut of letters to the
editor that we have received.. .we will print
all letters when space can be allocated
to the Task Force on Athletics for having two open hearings .. .we urge all who
have an opinion on the subject to voice it
now
to the Chorale for finishing third in
their recent competition in a field of
eleven.. .great job.. .also to John Smith for
his fabulous piano playing
to the newly
elected editor-in-chief of this paper.. .watch
for the upcoming story
to Mike Navarro
and all those who worked with him for the
tremendous achievment of publishing the
results of the teacher evaluations

iMJRRORl

Youfc f&&*bU R.A.}

Boos
Boos:To the absence of a talk-show on
WVOF ... now that you have the right
equipment, why "don't you use it.. to the erratic weather around here... it didn't even
snow hard enough to cancel classes last
Friday
to John Cannon for not making
the cheers columns recently ... you're slipping J.C
to those students who go
swimming in the Rec center with I
"pink-eye" . . . have
you
no
consideration
to the two recent outbreaks of arson on this campus... I hope
people didn't take that "South Bronx" remark too seriously
to the. driver who
destroyed the Barlow Road gates last
week... I'm still trying to figure out how
some people got their driver's licenses
to Student Services for attempting to
further decrease the drinking privileges of
students ... next you'll be passing your
own "Volstead Act"
to whoever broke
the antenna on a security car while it was at
the fire in. Regis ... it's a good thing they
didn't need that radio to call for emergency
help
to John Anderson for making the
cheers column even though he is not coming to Fairdale
to all those who are
registered voters and don't exercise their
right to vote on Tuesday the 25th ... it is
not only a right but a priviledge .. ..to those
people who wore orange on Monday ... that
is a sacriledge ...
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Opinion & Comment
Now I Remember You!
By Tony Tarnell
Every day the shuffling becomes more and
more complete. The new Editor-in-Chief has
been selected, a bona fide FUSA President
has been elected. Medical Schools have
more or less been dealt their Kings, Queens
and Jacks, and the Olin Corporation, GTE,
and CBT will soon have a full house of Fairfield grads. In another few months the cycle
will be 100%! The class of '80 will be nothing
more than a statistic come J.une, and the
members of it will all go their merry ways. I
have a feeling the game is not going to be
penny-ante.
I think I will wear a money-belt'. Perhaps I
entered Fairfield four years ago with more
than an average dose of naivete, bit certaintly
after concluding this my last semester, all
that foolishness will be cast by the wayside. I
knew right from the very moment that she sat
next to me in the test that I could not trust
her.
Greasy blond hair, stubby fingers, and an illfeatured nose, are sure signals for an interesting preformance to come. Before long,
her device became evident, two neatly placed
"blue-books" under the actual one the

teacher had just given her. When the test
was over, I heard her tell some friends, also
with stubby fingers, waiting for her outside
the classroom, how easy the test was. Unshocked, I just walked by. Like I have said, I
am conditioned.
SO we have our contrast! Realistically, I
would say that 50% of the graduating
seniors fall into a desirable category, a group
that is marked by self-starters, honestachievers and straightforward individuals.
The other half is comprised of those
"students" who live via a deceptive nature, or
just don't try. Now the question I have is,
how will our society adjust to this 1 to 1
ratio? True, I have seen how the system
naturally separates the wheat from the chaff,
but what about the ones who sneak by? Who
will be our community leaders, our future
Fortune 500 chief-cooks-and-bottle-washers,
and our judges? Look around carefully. The
guy with the open note book on his lap that
you look at with such disgust may someday
be deciding your fate regarding a
questionable traffic-ticket. And the girl with
the stubby fingers may well find herself in
the same position.
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With the publication of Mike Navarro's
teacher evaluation booklet, interestingly entitled, Teacher Self-Improvement Sturdy,
some questions have been raised in my
mind. First of all, how thorough is this study?
Are all teachers and all their classes included? Since I never filled out any of the
questionnaires, I guess not. Secondly, since
the study was called a self-improvement
study, how much support and input did the
faculty give? Did they all agree to participate
or; did some refuse? Did they write the
questions along with the students? Thirdly,
forgetting the spring semester's evaluations,
which may not be as valid as last fall's
evaluations, why are some teachers still
allowed to teach here?
In the 79-80 student handbook there are
listed average Q.P.A.'s (by class) which must
be maintained in order to be eligible to play
sports. Although, for some reason they are
not listed this year, the Q.P.A.'s which must
be achieved to prevent one from being put on
probation or failing out are higher than these.
The averages in the book are: 1.4, 1.6, 1.75,
1.75, freshman through senior year, respectively. As I recall, the averages for regular
students (we don't receive any breaks) is: 1.6,
1.8, 2.0, 2.0 (2.2?). If we fai. below these, we
are put on probation. If we aspire to these
Q.P.A.'s two semesters in a row, we get the
boot. Why are teachers allowed to be above
this? If they get a 2.0 after being here for at
least three years, why aren't they put on
probation? In fact, the average for teachers
should be higher than a 2.0. Why should we
be taught by below average teachers? Let's
at least have teachers who are average or
above. I propose we make the cut-off average
a 2.3. Going by question #5 the all-around
teaching ability, there are 32 teachers who
fall below this average. 32 teachers!! This
number would grow considerably if I had

In defense of my article entitled "Administrator or Student" I would like to comment on several flagrant misinterpretations
of my personal observations by Tim McDonald. Before doing so, however, I think
that a word about the intention of my article
is necessary. Primarily, I in no way attributed
the difficulties of my position to an "UJ versus them" relationship between myself and
Student Services or between students and
Resident Advisors. I was merely reflecting
upon my personal committments as a
student and as a staff member. If Tim McDonald had read the article with a little more
care he might have noticed that i was looking
back upon the entire experience, not at the
relationship or attitudes of students toward
the administration. While the title may indicate a dual role or choice must be made, if
-he had looked beyond the title toward the
context of my article, Tim would have found
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Cocked Eye
On The World

Fairfield University should name one of its
buildings after Allard K. Lowenstein. I mean
it! I can think of no other person of our age
used the university average of 2.68 for all- who better epitomized the creative purposes
around teaching ability. Why are incom- of the university as a social institution.
Al Lowenstein must have graduated from
petent teachers allowed to teach us?
Shouldn't we put them on probation now, the University of North Carolina in 1949 or
1950, before some of Fairfield's faculty were
and if by next semester they have not improved, shouldn't we boot them? It's only even born. Yet he was the archetypal "eternal
fair. This should be the basis for keeping a student." One of the first presidents of the
National Students Association, he devoted
teacher, not tenure! Tenure allows teachers
to slack off, not continue to grow in their over a decade—or so it seemed—to its acjobs. HOWEVER, and thisis my fourth tivities, traveling from campus to campus,
question, how valid is this study?
trying to awaken student awareness to the
After all, you have asked students to burning issues of our time: the arms race,
evaluate their teachers. Quite'obviously, this Communist and Free World totalitarianism,
opens up the evaluation to alot of abuses via. civil rights, foreign aid to tWe Third World,
emotionalism. The survey was done cross-cultural understanding, etc. He was an
anonymously, but how a student feels about
itinerant preacher of social responsibility
the person teaching them still enters into whose notoriety was measured by the numtheir opinions. Clearly, this has something to ber of dorms, frat houses, and off-campus
do with the teachers, but not solely with his "pads" that could claim "Al Lowenstein slept
teaching ability. The problem is to try to here."
I'm not sure how many of these places
weed out that emotionalism and look at
teaching ability alone. Can this be done? could actually prove that claim, because Al
Yes, but at a greater expense and time. often outlasted his listeners and was gone
Students could be asked after they had the before sun-up. But he put his imprint on
course and teacher (end of December and two—even three—generations of students.
Last Fall, he was to speak at Fairfield.
end of May). Also, faculty members could be
asked to evaluate each other. Although they Something came up to force him to cancel.
But in the meantime, he had made it clear
don't have each other for class, teachers
could attest to their ability, which is what we that he wanted to stay over, anticipating a
are after. This would cost more and may be good bull-session. South-East was to be the
very hard to do, but what are we after and lucky "crash" site.
For Al Lowenstein, life was one lone night
how seriously are we willing to go after it.
I am not trying to vindicate those teachers of discussion and day of activism. The acwho fell below the average. There is no ex- tivism is mind-boggling. He was a foreign afcuse for teachers who received a .74 or a 1.19 fairs staffer for Hubert Humphrey, back in
or a 1.38, or .67, or 1.17, or 1.31, or 1.29, or the days when Senator Humphrey was the
1.35. They shouldn't be teaching here and if liberal conscience of America. Although he
they aren't embarassed by their averages, was a lawyer and taught law at the City
they should be. They are a disgrace! We College for a while, Al also managed to do a
deserve a hell of alot better! However, as stint as the Dean of Men at Stanford UniverMike Navarro says, this book should not be sity (where, ironically, he was to meet his
the sole guide for course or teacher selec- future murderer and recruit him as a cotion. Use you head when selecting, but at the worker). In the heyday of the civil rights camsame time, demand that incompetent paign, he was in the thick of it down South.
And at the first peak of the anti-war
teachers be fired!

movement, helead the "dump Johnson"
movement.
A one-term Congressman from New York,
whose seat was gerrymandered away from
him by a Republican State Assembly, Al kept
up his activism, running for Congress on six
more occasions-all unsuccessful. Most
recently he served as President Carter's
representative to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, taking on the
Russians at the 1977 Belgrade review of the
East-West Helsinki Accords.
Last year, Al made several trips to
southern Africa (whose racial problems were
a long-standing concern of his) to offer his
services as a mediator to end the civil war in
Rhodesia and to try to bring parties together
in South Africa. During my own trip there last
summer, I heard of his exploits wherever I
went. Heseemed to epitomize one of my
favorite Japanese haikus: "Down barley rows
/Stitching, stitching them together / A butterfly goes."
His committment to social justice and
nonviolent political action were celebrated
by Senator Kennedy shortly after his death:
"With his endless energy, with his
papers, his clothes, his books and
seemingly his whole life jammed into
briefcases, envelopes and satchels—all
of it carried with him everywhere—he
was a portable and powerful lobby for
progressive principles. All by himself,
he was more effective than an
organization of thousands. He was a
one-man demonstration for civil rights;
even when he walked alone, he was a
multitude marching for peace. He had a
gentle passion for the truth."
He must have had a photographic memory
to keep abreast of, and involved in, so many
causes. But what impresses me even more is
the magnitude of his heart and spirit—that
incredible coiled spring of compassion that
kept him going—always reaching out to take
on causes and to get others to share his
concerns and involvement.
Yes, Al Lowenstein nearly slept here. How
about it, Fairfield? As I see it, he's what we're
all about! Why not immortalize the example
of his life by giving South-East his name?

life. I also considered very seriously the
stigma attached to the title R.A. It was not as
bad as rumor had it to be. This choice
required a bit of maturity in and of itself, and
having made it gave me the confidence to
continue with the responsibility of the
position.
I would also like to include a few observations about the misjudged and illperceived perception that Tim McDonald has
regarding Student Services. In my relationship with my superiors, I have found that
there is a tremendous amount of behind the
scenes work that the typical student (Tim
McDonald is atypical student, I presume)
never encounters. The vast amount of
paperwork involved in the general maintenance of eight dormitories of 1600 students is enough to keep four people occupied
full-time by itself. This system calls for
people who are dedicated to the students
and the University on a 24-hour basis. I have
never known the people in Student Services
to regard the students as enemies or to be
any of the adjectives that Tim McDonald
uses to describe them, i.e. evil, conniving,
inept or bumbling. Although Tim McDonald

is supremely concerned with the R.A. as a
person, he fails to realize that Student Services is made up of people, not machines. It
is not a vast bureaucracy. It consists of
people who are trying to do the best job
possible to make dormitory life efficient and
comfortable. Tim McDonald takes his
argument to its logical conclusion, therefore,
there is ncsolid foundation to his observations.
In conclusion, I would like to say that I
think there is a general respect for the
position R.A.'s are placed in among students. A "rotten" RA who is not motivated or
dedicated and is on a "power trip" is an exception. For the vast majority of people living
on campus this year, there is a favorable,
friendly relationship between the RAs and
the students. If Tim McDonald lived on campus, he might have noticed this. I am disappointed that Tim is so narrowminded and
that he failed to further research into the
relationship between residents, RAs and SS.
In not doing so, he made the cardinal error of
a journalist by not reporting fact with full
knowledge of it. In doing so, he had done
everyone a great disservice.

Read It Honestly
by Kathleen Moynihan
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By Ed Dew

A Study Of The Study
By Tim McDonald
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that my experience as an R.A. has not been
riddled with difficult choices, rather the opposite has taken place.
In response to the so-called "myth" that
Tim believes that I both adhere to and help to
perpetuate, no such myth exists.
In response to the statement that an R.A.
is neither solely a student nor an administrator, I think that a few words of
clarification are needed. Obviously, if you are
here at Fairfield, you are a student, and obviously, if you have been hired by the University as an R.A. you are an administrator. To
say that you are both is absolutely true, but
they do not exist independently. Possibly the
best quality an R.A. can have is to realize that
being a student and an administrator can be
extremely advantageous and rewarding. The
position encourages a sense of responsbility
and maturity that is not commonly achieved
by a student. In making the choice to apply
for the position, I realized that it would set
me apart from the mainstream of campus
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Features
Getting To Know You:
Father McCarron

Save
The
Childern
Update
by Sharyn Broadbin
Did you ever wonder why so
many college students do not really know what is going on in the
world? Did you ever wonder if
these students really care?
Well,that is what Save the
Children Federation means to find
out as it begins a national push to
raise the level of awareness of the
typical college student. With the
help of various campus leaders
and cooperative students all
around the country, it is hoped
that the children of the world will
be made a little better off by these
actions.
A few weeks ago, Fairfield
students were notified of such an
organization being started by Greg
Pia, a senior, and according to
Greg, the response has been
good. Many dorms have tried to
contribute through raising money
by holding parties, pizza sales,
etc., in addition to sponsoring a
child. Of course no organization
can have enough volunteers and it
is hoped that students wil continue to help.
If you haven't joined the bandwagon yet, here's a chance to help
and have a good time at the same
moment. On April 8th, a benefit
concert will be held in the$
Oakroom for Save the Children.
Stovall Brown Band will provide
the entertainment and the admission price will be two dollars. In
addition, beer, munchies and soda
will be available for all students.
Since it will be right af^er we come
back from spring break it will be
an excellent time to get together,
talk to friends and maybe even
show off your tan. The Stovall
Brown Band plays in the style of
Southside Johnny, Springsteen
and basic rock, rhythm and
blues.. .They have successfully
played at Fairfield and are looking
forward to another venture on
campus. Tickets will go on sale
March 24-28 and also at the door.
Of course all proceeds go to Save
The Children.
Right now Greg Pia is striving to
get the organization recognized
on
campus and once that is
achieved more activities will be
set up. If you are interested, get in
touch with your R.A. or dorm council representative or Greg Pia, Box
1400 for further details.

Father McCarron busy at work
By Tricia Wakin
Either you've gone crawling into
his office on your knees begging
that he switch you from Medeival
Philosophy 10101 to Basket Weaving 05065. Or, you've rushed in
hysterical with the sad story that
you're a Senior in need of a
semester of Fine Arts, nothing fits
your schedule, and does he think
he can change Finger Painting I to
50740?! No matter what the circumstances concerning course
registration we've all, at one time
or another, waited on that endless
line outside the office of—the
Registrar, Rev. George McCarron.
But, most likely no one has ever
taken the time to talk with him
about too much more than core
requirements.
Father McCarron has been the
Registrar at Fairfield for thirteen
years now. Prior to this position he
worked at a retreat house for
fellow priests in Sunapee, New
Hampshire for fourteen years.
And, even before that he was administrator at F.U. from 1951-1954
and taught at the Prep in 1955.
Obviously, the job of registrar,
especially at a university like Fairfield where all students have many
requirements, isn't an easy one.
When I asked Father how he does
it he replied, "One has to be slightly insane." This is not exactly a job

one has abmitions for, Father further explained. He looks upon it as
a "thankless but essential job"
where he can only try to make
things easier for the students.
He's heard them all from, "I've
waited four years for this course,"
to "I'm paying good money to go
here!" Some of the more popular
excuses are, "Can't you just fit in
one more?" and "My girlfriend
told me this was a good course."
The list is endless and getting better, but one of Father McCarron's
favorites is of the student who
missed registratidn three years in
a row. His excuses? He buried his
grandmother three consecutive
years!
Father, it was a pleasure to take
the opportunity to get to know a
little more about our Registrar. He
is witty and personable man with a
lot more to talk about than just
Western Civ. 60550! He is not any
of those things people say of him
when they come out of his office
with nothing they wanted and all
first periods. No, Father does not
take bribes, but a little courtesy
would be nice. By the way, Father
told me before I left his office,
"Notice, we're changing our image!" On the door of the
Registrar's office they have
switched the poster of the
ferocious lion to one of a
pussycat!!?

Open 7 Days A Week, 10 A.M.-5 PM.4

NEED CASH?
SILVER DOLLARS
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Flatware, Holloware. Bowls. Cups.
Spoons, Tea Sets. Trays . . . ANYTHING MARKED

STERLING SILVER
PAYING UP TO '27 OZ.

10K-14K-18K GOLD RINGS, BRACELETS,
PINS, JEWELRY, SPOONS, CUPS, ETC.
WE PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES!!! P'~„T

SILVER & GOLD COINS, ETC.
FAIRFIELD (Opp. McDonald's & Carvel's) at
the Circle— 1342 Kings Highway Cut-Off.

By Frank Malinconico
"Trust me man, she's beautiful.
You'll have a great time. Those immortal words could have come
from a Woody Allen script, or a top
knotch dating service; but they
didn't. These words, for many
meant either an evening of
ecstacy or a fate worse than death
at the Great Mate Your Roommate
Plot of 1980.
Not since the assassination of
Caesar in 44 B.C. had the world
seen such devious plotting and
conspiring. The conspirators men
and women, met in huished circles
trying to find the perfect match for
an unwary victim. Once in agreement; and sworn to secrecy a
sentence was handed down: You
sir, have been matched to a person
of our choice. You must spend the
entire evening with this person
who will be unknown to you until
the night of the festivity. If you try
to back out or escape you will be
subject to scorn and punishment
from your peers.
For many weeks prior to the Big
Night was intolerably long. Simply
sitting at dinner under the steady
smiles and whispers of friends
who knew was slow torture. (Can't
you give me a hint? What does she
look like? Is she taller than me?)
If the days of waiting were intolerable, the nikghts were sheer
terror. Plagued by nightmare and
insommnia, the victims began to
crumple under the pressure. Some
reported screaming in the night
"No, I won't go with her. You can't
make me go." Others attached
their roommates and hurled
obscenities into the darkness. So
it went. Each day the victim was
forced to endure the stares and
smirks of conspirators. And each
night he tossed and turned in
restless fear, and impending
dread.

Then without warning the Big
Night arrived. Some were blessed
with knowing the name of their
date. Others were shattered by the
unknown feeling terrors awaiting
them. It is the hollow nauseaus
feeling in the pit of the stomach. A
feeling known to every entertainer
moments before he steps out on
the stage. Sweating followed by
chills and in rare cases impaired
breathing completes the ritual.
(What if she isn't there. Worse
what do I say if she is. And what
happens if someone else is matched with her?). The terrors seemed
endless. The tension, incredible.
Last minute escape plans had to
be scrapped. And as you tightened
your tie the silence was broken only by the incoherent mutterings.
Like a man facing execution you
strolled the long corridors oblivious to the jeers and taunts of
your friends. This was it. Your big
chance lay moments ahead. Before you have a chance to flee to
the Naut, you find yourself standing before her room. With trembling hand and parched throat you
knock on the door.
"Who is it," comes a faint reply.
"It's It's me — You Know who,"
you mutter. Suddenly the air
seems warmer and a bit heavier.
The room seems darker and your
head has a buzzing feeling. The
moment of truth has arrived. The
door slowly swings open.
"Hi there, a soft voice says I
thought you were gping to back
out. Are you all right?
Your stupor of disbelief is momentarily broken. "Why you're ...
I mean I'm squeezed to please
you." Er ah., I'm pleased to meet
you." For a moment you exchange
smiles — The tension fades. This
is going to be a great evening after
all.

QUICK SHUTTLE STOP
10 Minute Turn Around

"The Other Corner

wines & liquors

50's 'Special Discount' Liquors
Call Chris

740 FairfielcTBeach Rd, Fairfield, Ct.
Across From Nautilus

1000 FRAMES ON DISPLAY
STOP IN AND ASK US
ABOUT OUR TWO YEAR
GUARANTEE

Park Lane Opticians, Inc.

BUYING

01 SILVER COINS

Like It Is

A CO 1 AiA
i37*l TOV

HOURS
Tuesday Thru Saturday 9:30 AM-6PM
CLOSED SUNDAY AND MONDAY

"Your Campus Eyeglass Center"
10% FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT
DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT I.D.

1430 Post Road
Fairfield, Ct. 06430

Tel. 259-2268
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Coarse Requirements
By Larry Hughes
The following is a list of new
courses being offered by each
department of the College Arts and
Sciences as well as the School of
Business and The School of Nursing. Students wishing to register
for these courses should go to the
Registrars office with some sort of
bribe.
AMERICAN
STUDIES
—
"America's World Impact" — a
thorough examination of how long
it would take the rest of the world
to notice if America suddenly disappeared. Students will learn what
America looks like and how to
spot it on the map.
BIOLOGY — "Animal Behavior"
— Investigation into the behavior
of certain undergrads. Included
will be field trips to several of the
dorms, and to the cafeteria during
meals. Protective clothing and
rabies shots required.
CHEMISTRY — "Explosives I & II
— Students learn how to blow
themselves up. Class location
changes as each successive lab is
destroyed. A's given only to survivors. No exam — each test a student takes could be a final.
CLASSICS — "It's Greek to me"
— A complete look at Greek civilization. Students discover why
Greece is one of the few countries
on earth that has made a livelihood out of lying in ruins. Other
topics include: Why olives and
ouzo don't mix; why Boy Scouts
and YMCA'S flourish in Greece;
how the Olympics got away; and
Greek letters—not only reading
and writing them but addressing
and mailing them too.
ECONOMICS — "International
Currency" — Students learn about
money from every country in the
world, and are expected to get a
sample of currency from at least
ten different countries. They are
then expected to convert it into
U.S. money and hand it over to the
professor. Finally they are expected to keep their mouths shut
about the entire transaction. Other
Topics: Why, the proper answer to
the question, "What's a Grecian
Urn?" is not "oh about twenty
drachma an hour" and Japanese
currency, why some people just
have a yen for it.
EDUCATION — "Adolescent Educational techniques" Majors learn
about minors dealing with minor
problems and how to tell the difference between minors and

miners (for majors and minors on- learn how to get subjects to come
out smiling, how to swear when
ly).
ENGLISH — "Classic Monarch the flash doesn't come out and
Notes" — Students are given a just what "watching the birdie"
complete background in some of entails.
the great works of abbreviated POLITICS — "Great Dictators" —
great works. Students are also re- A look at some well known dictator
quired to read several well known and how they found good stenogtitles. Not the texts just the titles raphers. Also, a look at various
governments and how to topple
(prerequisite-Masterplots I & II).
FINE ARTS — "Art Depreciation" them. Students learn how Elec— Students are shown great tions become obsolete after one
works of art and the best way to candidate arranges to have other '
vandalize them. Drawing mous- candidates either deported or
taches on portraits, slashing pain- mummified. Also-a look at why
tings and reducing sculpture to ' dictators have alot of fun but few
rubble are all covered in detail. close friends; and political partiesAlso how to tell whether a work of how you can throw one.
modern art has been vandalized or PSYCHOLOGY — "Psychotics
not. Students are required to make and how to spot them" — Undera visit to an art museum during standing, sympathetic approach
which they must giggle and make to STARK RAVING NUT CASES.
Included will be armed confrontarude comments.
HISTORY — "Iceland — then and tions with psychotics; pointing
now" — A complete overview of out psychotic members of the
Icelandic history, with special em- class; and eyeing each other
phasis on why nothing interesting suspiciously. •
has ever happened there. Topics RELIGIOUS STUDIES - "RevelaWelk Accounting A-1-A and A-ll-A,
covered include how Iceland got tions Revealed — An introduction
and accounting we will go). A look
its name; the real reasons Iceland to Arma Gedden and whether or
at what lies beyond accounting,
culminating with the conclusion
was excluded from the elite Artie not it will hurt. The Book of ApocCircle and a look at the two great alypse is carefully investigated,
that there is nothing beyond acIcelandic pasttimes — shivering disected, then sewn back together
and returned to the library. Also,
and suicide.
LANGUAGE — "Latin
R.I.P." — covered will be the letters of St.
Examination of Latin as a dead Paul and why nobody ever writes
language. Included will be conver- back to him. Due to eschatological
sations in Latin with dead people approach, all tests count as final.
By Nancy Rupp
(prerequisite"EsperantoI &II).
SOCIOLOGY — "Introductions to
introductions" — How people
MATHEMATICS — "Roman Numerals I & II" — A thorough exam- meet each other via a third party in
Did you ever feel like throwing
ination of the first two Roman Nu- American society. Also, covered
in the towel and targeting about
computer dating and why relationmerals, and how to tell them apart,
school? Lately I've been debating
including why they often appear in
ships with computers rarely work
"bagging" it all and moving to Colthe titles of movies and college out. Class meets three times a
orado. Sometimes the thought of
courses. Also, how and why they week — RSVP.
being a peon for the rest of my life
have survived both the fallen
SCHOOL OF NURSING — "Hospiis more appealing than studing
Roman Empire and Ciceros fallen tal Ethics" — students learn about
memorizing and test taking.
arches. Students will be expected
common hospital difficulties and
- Quite often I feel as if I'm sinkto be able to count with them,
how to stay out of them. Subject
ing in a patch of quicksand calling
both forwards and backwards. covered-getting pinched by paout to deaf ears for help. When I
Also covered-the events leading tients, getting pinched by doctors
finally get caught up in my work
getting pinched by nurses, getting
up to the recent discover that I & II
more of it is piled on top of my
pinched by the mailman, pinching
resemble upper case I's.
heaa" until I'm drowning. It is like a
PHILOSOPHY — "Philosophy of yourself, ignoring call buzzers,
boulder sitting on top of your
Bacon" — Thorough examination discouraging hallway wheelchair
shoulder. You chip away at it until
of the thought patterns; intellectual races and getting the bills out on
it is finally the size of a pebble and
insights and cosmic theories of time.
then another one is hauled on top
Oscar Mayer breakfast strips.
of you to replace the first one.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS — "BeClass meets mornings at the Inter- yond Accounting" — prerequiEndless nights of studying, coffee
national House of Pancakes. Also sites: "Principles of accounting I
pots perking and no time saved for
covered; EGGSISTENSIALISM. ,
& II; Intermediate Accounting I &
sleeping are a part of the thrill of
PHYSICS — "Light and Photog- II; Advanced Accounting; Really
college. Considering I've had a
raphy" — A thorough examination Advanced Accounting; Accouncold for three weeks and a case of
of both these phenomena, and ting no one can understand; Acpink eye, I figure I may as well enwhy the former is necessary for counting and Yoga; how to acjoy life before I drop dead. "Come
the latter to take place. Students count for accounting; Lawrence
To Fairfield", where you'll learn to

counting. Students are required to
slap their foreheads and yell
"Hey! I could have had a BIG
EIGHT!!!"

Is It Worth It?
do the most in the shortest
amount of time, and function on
two hours of sleep per night! What
fun! Sometimes I wonder if it is
really all worth it.
At this time, our entire life
revolves around school. So any
complications we encounter in
school appear to be the tragedy of
our lives. Yet, when the failure of a
test is compared to the hardships
and burdens that many others
face, our dilemna seems quite insignificant. We are lucky to be
here. Without a college diploma it
is next to impossible to find a decent job. Many of our families
sacrifice enormous amounts for
our sakes. Yet, here we are complaining about our predicament. I
guess its a characteristic of'
human nature to think that we are
the only one in the world with a'
problem. But if you stop and look
around, you realize that everyone
else has as many or more worries
than you.
,
Is it worth it? I think so. Afterall,
I've heard Colorado's much better
in the springtime.

Black Rock Pizza Restaurant
2920 Fairfield Ave.
Bridgeport, Connecticut
telephone 367-1212
Proprietors: Angelakis and Maria Lampronikos

Highest Quality Food
at the Lowest Prices
From:

Pittsburgh Brewing Co.
Pittsburgh, PA.

PIZZA —MOZZARELLA
2.09

Destination: LiqilOT Barrel

1434 Post Road
Ff Id., Conn. 06430
6 Pack
Case •.
(llltl
W\U9

SMALL

$

M.97
$
7.48

#

LARGE

'3.45

'4.23

Total price including tax!

GRINDERS_ — ALL TYPES
/.?7

?.?£

iquar Barrel
DELIVERIES DAILY—6 P.M.
Call 2591764

MEDIUM

Prices start at s1.85

No charge for melted cheese on all grinders

Full Selection of
ITALIAN SPECIALTY DISHES
SPECIAL 10% OFF SSL.
on eat-in orders with FFLD. Univ. I.D. card

B.Y.O.B.

FREE DELIVERY
ON ANY ORDER OVER FIVE ITEMS
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Arts & Entertainment
Quill and Song
By Michael DellaFave
A dismal and dreary March 13th
gains eternal significance as it is
proclaimed 'Poet's Day' in honor
of the first annual 'Quill and Song'
exposition. Dr. L. Berrone, in collaboration with the, Office of
Special Events, undertook the project as a means of stepping up the
cultural events of the university
which are overshadowed by the
athletic and social activities.
"We're not trying to compete with
basketball or parties" says Dr.
Berrone, "We're just trying to provide an alternative program that
recognizes the creative and intellectual talents of our students."
Quill and Song is a noncompetitive gathering of poets,
writers and lyracists that gives
them an opportunity to share their
works with the community. It is
the perfect compliment to the Arts
and Science Award in drawing out
the campus artists to meet and exchange ideas. Quill and Song
marks a major development in the
enhancement of the artistic and
intellectual atmosphere at Fairfield.
Attendance was curtailed by inclement weather but most of the
twenty artists scheduled to participate were present. Those who
were able to attend the reading enjoyed wine, cheese and some very
creative and original material. The
Mirror was fortunate enough to
obtain some of the poems to
reprint them for your enjoyment:
GERANIUMS
In a rush once
I looked up through
A maze of black fire escape
And I noticed amidst the smog
and city sounds
pink potted geraniums.
And at the same time
I saw two hands
Wrinkled and gnarled-reach out
to pluck off dead leaves
Then I
continued on my way.
And in a rush again
I caught sight of
Those tender petals and those
same withered hands
sprinkling water.
She smiled at me
but I kept going.
I wondered once as I
walked home,
This time in no hurry,
Whether to make
the acquaintance
of this old gardener and her
Pink potted geraniums
And I imagined...
A cup of tea in a stuffy room, as
her voice trailed on..."they grow
up so fast...they never call...when
you're old like me, and when I was
young...I don't get out much...do
you like geraniums?...you should
visit more often...no one ever
does...they need a lot of sun...stay

for more tea?...they're watered
twice a day...they take a lot of
care...Who caresaboutme?...
And I decided
I hadn't the time now
But maybe oneday soon I'd
borrow a lonely hour
To hear about
pink potted geraniums.
But the next time
I looked up through
The maze of black fire escape
And I noticed amidst the smog
And city sounds
brown withered leaves.
Tricia Wakin

"I Don't Read The Graphs!"
A timely essay written by me
On a topic so blurry you can't
help but agree.
Subway! Staws to ya!
To whom did you say?
Undoubtably rational,
Going quite the wrong way.
Feather dogs run in twos
On this campus here,
'Cept when they're one;
That sounds rather fair.
Kermit's our hero,
But alligators win,
And falling from grace
Does not involve sin.
Which way is the Embassy?,
Mine's two by four.
The big ones don't work well;
(Well, not any more).
Radishes! Cucumbers fall from
the sky.
John Denver, John Lennon— w
I'll go get Sco-pi.
Cow is forever.
He said once it's true.
But it's Omnes Res Sunt Quan
Sunt to you.
Going backwards down Main St.?
Quick, wait for me!
These wings are great funLook out for that tree!
The green is all gone,
But the radishes aren't.
Why aren't you in school?
Do you think you're so smart?!
Give 'im back,
Not up here.
I don't think we much like the
style of his hair.
Stand tall the peacock,
The runaway chair.
Lest we be cowards,
our home is to share.
Cowards indeed!
Our love is to share.
Chi-rho and Cairo,
Who really cares?
We all really know
The 'gator's downstairs.
A trip: yellow submarine
On a monsterous sea.
Liquid paper.
Iranian mob.
What happened to
x■
John Boy, Jason, and Bob?
Pink cards are white,
But they all have lines.
Aren't waiting on lines
A sign of the times?
Lines and graphs and

charts and gadgets.
Economics midterm?
I hope it's all right.
The hospital's orange.
(It's green and blue, too.)
If I'm too much for you
Than what can you do?
You can burn me or bake me
Or serve me with tea:
If I'm not born again
I'll always be me.
Again and again,
Through papers and feathers,
I keep going on writing
rough drafts and letters.
What did you say?
I'm the Voice of Mongolia?!
Well if that be so,
Then where IS Mongolia?
S.J. and P.A.
They plug them in you know.
And you say Con Edison doesn't
really, really know!
Eckart is calling.
I must go away.
The ignorant path
Down Heresy Way.
©Allen G. Berman
XII79
All Rights Reserved
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PREVIEWPREVIEWPREVIEW
PREVIEWPREVIEWPREVIEWPRE
THE UNEXPECTED GUEST, an
Agatha Christie "whodunit" will
be
the
Hartman
Theatre
Company's fifth offering this
season. The thrilling mystery will
open March 26th and play through
April 13th.
Dina Merrill, currently featured
in the film JUST TELL ME WHAT
YOU WANT, will head the cast as
Laura Warwick, who is discovered
standing over the body of her dead
husband as the curtain rises.
George C. White, founder and
president of the Eugene O'Neill
Theatre Center in Waterford, Connecticut, will direct. Mr. White,
who received his MFA from the
Yale School of Drama, has just
returned from directing A TOUCH
OF THE POET at the Actors'
Theatre of St. Paul where he
directed CUSTER last year. Aside
from his acting and directing
credits, he was honored with the
prestigious Margo Jones Award in
1968 and is, at present, a commissioner for the Connecticut Commission on the Arts, a co-director
of the Theatre Administration Program at the Yale School of Drama
a board member of the International Theatre Institute and of the
Metropolitan Opera Guild.
First produced in 1958 at the
Duchess Theatre in London's
West End, THE UNEXPECTED
GUEST is one of twelve plays written by Agatha Christie. The
"Queen of Crime's" other scripts
include THE MOUSETRAP
(presented by the Hartman
Theatre Company in 1977), TEN
LITTLE INDIANS (or AND THEN
THERE WERE NONE) and

WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION.
THE UNEXPECTED GUEST will
open on March 26th following
three low-priced previews: Saturday, March 22nd at 8:30 P.M.; Sunday, March 23rd at 7:30 P.M.; Tuesday, March 25th at 8:00 P.M. Performances are Tuesday through
Sunday evenings with one Saturday matinee on April 5th at 4:00
P.M. and two Sunday matinees,
March 30th and April 13th at 2:00
P.M. at the Stamford Center for
the Arts, 307 Atlantic Street, Stamford, Connecticut. Tickets are on
sale now, and may be purchased
at the box office or by calling (203)
323-2131.
Noel Coward's witty comedy
PRIVATE LIVES, the Hartman's
current production at the Stamford Center for the Arts, will continue through March 16th. Perfor-

mances
are
Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays at
8:00 P.M., Fridays and Saturdays
at 8:30 P.M. and Sundays at 7:30
P.M. with matinees on Saturday,
March 8th at 4:00 P.M. and Sunday, March 16th at 2:00 P.M.
2/29/80
PREVIEWPREVIEWPREVIEW
INDEPENDENT FOCUS, television's only continuing forum for
works by independent film and
video producers, returns from a
two-week hiatus on Sunday,
March 23 at 11 p.m. on THIRTEEN
with California Newsreel's "Controlling Interest: The World of the
Multinational Corporation." The
film investigates the effects of the
global conglomerates on people in
the U.S. and abroad.
The award-winning film is joined
on March 23 by Jody Eisemann's
Continued on page 10

You'll be amazed at all
the opportunities and
advantages the Army
offers men and women
with BSN degrees:
• Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy.
• Real opportunity for advancement and professional
growth—every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
See if you qualify.
Call collect to

301-677-4891

The Army Nurse Corps.
For more information, write:
The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
Name

.

Address.

:
Apt..

City. State. ZIP.
Phone

Age
CASS NERRC

1
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"The Babes in Toyland"

St. Mark's Gospel
FAIRFIELD, Conn. — St. Mark's
Gospel, the nationally acclaimed
one-man dramatic performance
made famous by British actor Alex
McCowen, will be presented on

Michael Tolaydo
p.m.

Sunday, March 23, at Fairfield University's Campus Genter Oak
Room at 4 p.m.
The show will feature Michael
Tolaydo, McCowen's hand picked

St. Mark's Gospel. March 23, in the Oak Room at 4:30

Credit For Leaders
Continued from page 1
fairness of this policy to the R.A.
on duty who must stay up till the
party ends, also the rights of the
one third minority possibly not
in favor of the extension were
considered.
The incident of a Gonzaga floor
party which lasted until 4:30 was
also discussed with regard to this
proposal. The question was raised
by Student Services if 4:30 is a reponsible ending time for a party
which began at 10:00 PM. They
suggested that a time limit be put
on floor parties.
The third proposal was a request for a re-evaluation of keg

policy within the residence halls
with the intention of eliminating
kegs at impromptu parties m order
to follow the policy of fifty people
per keg. Presently, kegs are allowed for impromptu and floor parties. However, due to the fact that
impromptu parties usually contain
less than 50 people, greater
alcohol consumption is available
for party guests. This according
to Student Services allows for
greater dorm damage and excessive clean-up in the corridors
the morning after.
The three alcohol proposals
were sent to the Council's Community Life Committee for further
consideration.

WILDER; L
In the rugged mountains of Wyoming and Washington,
NOLS is teaching the essential skills of backcountry living.

On the Alaskan artic tundra
and the grasslands of Kenya,
East Africa, NOLS students
are learning the challenges
of enjoying and preserving
the wild lands of. the earth.
For fifteen years THE
NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL has
trained wilderness leaders
for most of the major outdoor programs in this
country. Today, the unique
non-profit educational center
offers over 30 different
backcountry courses which
range in length from 2
weeks to 3% months.

protege. The demanding word-forword King James version of the
Gospel is acted in all its intensity
from memory.
Tolaydo, a British-American
classically trained Shakespearean
actor, studied the role for months
under McCowen's guidance. The
production is directed by McCowen and appears at the university by arrangement with Arthur
Cantor and Greer Garson.
The book of Mark, while second
in the New Testament, is actually
the first written account of the life
of Jesus. Both Luke and Matthew
took their source material from it.
The performance tells the story
of Jesus with awe and amazement
that is fresh and inspiring. Tolaydo
pays homage to the Elizabethan
tongue as he emphasizes with
humor, tolerance, emphatic immediacy and even anger, Jesus'
relationship with his disciples and
the familiar scenes with the multitudes.
Speaking of the role, the curlyhaired Tolaydo says he "finds it
very scary" when the moment of
truth arrives and he must face the
audience and remember all those
lines. Despite its "fantastic challenge," Tolaydo enjoys the work.
"This is a great joy. It's more than
a religious experience. Mark's
gospel is an exciting story."
From the viewpoint of an actor,
Tolaydo says, "It's one of the best
scripts imaginable. I imagine myself to be a person who has just
heard a very thrilling story and is
eager to tell it. It's a wonderful
story about a wonderful man."
Tickets will be available at the
door, $5.00 for general admission,
$3.00 for senior citizens and
students. Those attending are urged to allow ample time for parking
and seating — latecomers will not
be seated until intermission.

By Kathy Schurawich
Ulrike Busch
Toyland Toyland
Little Girl and Boy Land
Once you dwell within it
You are ever happy there.
For seven performances, March
14 to 17, the stage of the Shakespeare Theater, Stratford was
transformed into Toyland as Barry
and Fran Weister's spectacular
"The Babes in Toyland" returned
to Connecticut. This new adaption
of Victor Herbert's 1903 musical
involving rock and disco numbers,
boasted of larger:than-life sets
and puppets constructed by Sid
and Marty Krofft, of H.R. Pufnstuf
fame. Through elaborate song and
dance scenes, special effects and
gorgeous costumes, the story of

Check It Out
MOVIES: Community I A II, Fairfield; I — "The Fog" II — "Coal
Miner's Daughter"
Fine Arts Theaters (Westport) I — "Chapter II" II — "Kramer vs.
Kramer" III — "All That Jazz"
Post Cinema (Westport) "Being There"
ON STAGE: American Shakespeare Theater, Stratford — "Fiddler on the Roof" April 8-13.
Yale University Theater — Conn. Ballet company March 21-22.
Hartman Theater Co. Stratford — "The Unexpected Guest"
March 26-April 13.
Sacred Heart University, Fairfield — "Candide" March 25, at
11:00 AM.
CONCERTS & CLUBS: Toad's Pface, New Haven — 3/25,
Pretenders: 3/27, David Johannsen; 3/31, Pat Metheny;
"Thursday, March 20, Crystal Ship. Bon Ton, Bridgeport —
NED (Hey You Ja.Ke-zoo!) March 22.
Palace theater, Waterbury — 3/22 Leon Russel; 3/25 Cheap
Trick.
AT FAIRFIELD U: "Watership Downs" in Gonzaga, 3/20; Poetry
reading by Terry Stokes in the Faculty Dining Room at 3:30 PM.

REVIEW: "Being There 55
By Mimi Koehm
Being There has been chosen as
the sixth best film of 1979 by a representative consensus of American film critics. The cinematic
version of Jerzy Kosinski's novel,
is a witty and wise movie which explores TV-centric modern man's
haphazard confrontation with reality. And the star of this latter-day
Jonsonian comedy is, of course,
the inimitable and protean Peter
Sellers, who plays Chance the gardener.
Chance, who has spent his

whole life walled in by his garden
and mesmerized by his TV set, is
propelled into reality by the death
of his patron. He descends from
his bucolic and technologic Eden
to discover the fruits and pits of
paved and painful Earth. Because
he is himself, pseudo-psyche, a
negative, a reflection of corporate
and commercial mediapap, of the
bureaucratic and the banal, it is
remarkably easy for others to discover him and to develop him into
the object of their desires.
Chance's picaresque path is intercepted by a rich and beautiful

NAUTILUS
HAPPY HOURS
MONDAY-THURSDAY

7-10 P.M.
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS

3-7 P.I

If you want to LEARN
WILDERNESS this summer
send for your free copy of/
the 1980 NOLS catalogue '
of courses.
/'

75c Drinks

COLLEGE CREDIT
AVAILABLE

25c Drafts

Write: NOLS Dept. J
P.O. Box AA
LANDER, WYO 82520
or call (307) 332-4381

the rock group "The Babes" is told
as they cruise through Toyland, a
once lively amusement park, on
their way to Nashville and fame.
With the help of the famous wooden soldiers Tom, Horace Sugarbear, and their very shaggy dog
Haystack, rescue Toyland from
the grips of Barnaby, an EltonJohn-like villian in white. Combining the talents of Old King Cole,
Humpty Dumpty and his wall, Little Bo Peep, an evil computer named Bob, life-sized dolls, a heroine
named Mary, Mother Goose and
her goose Lucy (our personal
favorite) made it a unique and funfilled performance. It was a musical to be enjoyed by all ages or
to put it in the words of "the
Babes" final song, "you're never
too old."

young woman who finds him
smashingly sexual; her tycoon
spouse who discovers his hitherto
concealed economic brilliance;
and finally by the President who is
awed by his political and philosophic sagacity, cryptically
couched in botanical badinage.
By such a garbled genesis does
Chance the gardener become at
length Chauncey Gardiner, possible Presidential candidate, and
the impossible dream becomes
near reality. Kosinski is telling us
that we are being programmed in4p clownish clones, pathetically
passive in our droll role-playing:
voyeurs rather than participants.
Sellers' quaint, quiescent behavior, piquant deadpan puns, and
horticultural epigrams are brilliantly suited to this theme. While
they deliver little heavy laughter,
they are good for many a wry smile
and much cerebral animadversiveness.
Shirley Maclaine and Melvin
Douglas as the mismatched millionaires are photogenic, competent, amusing, and believably cast.
Jack Warden is an entertaining, if
at times preposterous President.
For those who take their tea "sans
Sucre, avec citron," who want their
humor slightly satiric and somewhat intellectual, Being There is
de rigueur. Steve Martin fans had
better be else'where — cruelly
shoeless in their gardens or
masochistically
teleprone,
perhaps.

BARBER SERVILLE
Unisex Hairstylists
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893
MIR0 FARMS
Fresh Fruits &

fK

1144 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD
■KKDIL,©'

Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield
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Record Reviews
By Peter Vouras
RATING SYSTEM:
'■poor
"■fair
"•-good
""-excellent
BILY JOEL:
"GLASS HOUSES"
(Columbia)***
Is this Billy Joel? That's what it
said on the album cover so I guess
it is. This is Joel's first attempt at
new wave and it really works for
him. Many old Joel fans.will be
dissappointed because the album
is mostly guitar with little
keyboard. The cuts are strong and
come across well. Vocals are tight
with clean harmonies and sound a
little like Elvis Costello. Overall,
it's different but good..
Selected Cuts:
"You May Be Right", "Sometimes
a Fantansy", "I didn't want to be
alone", "Close to the Borderline".
THE J. GEILS BAND:
"LOVE STINKS"
(EMI)****
This is yet another superb effort
by Geils. It follows a bit of their old
music mixed in with a little new

Fairfield Mirror

Luck of the Roommates?

wave. In this way, "Love Stinks"
resembles "Monkey Island" which
deviated from the norm a bit. Their
hit song, "Come Back" has a very
danceable back beat that makes it
sort of "disco-ish", but it's good
anyways. The album is very upbeat
with great mixing that gives it an
overall good quality. There is a narrated cut called, "No anchovies,
please" which is very funny and
along Frank Zappa lines. The song
"Love Stinks" is typical Geils with
good rock and roll. The best cut on
the whole album is "Till the Walls
Come Tumblin' Down", a bluesy,
jumpy song with an excellent sax
solo by Magic Dick. It'll make you
dance!
SELECTED CUTS: All of them.
HEART:
"BEBE" LE STRANGE"
(IPIC)***
This is strong Heart. Ann and
Nancy Wilson rock with power on
the hard stuff and flow like water
on the mellow stuff. With Ann on
vocals and Nancy on lead guitar,
songs like "Rockin' Heaven
Down" and "Even It Up" explode
with excitement and intensity. The

How lucky were the roommates? Friday night In the Oak Room
bluesy rock number, "Down on
Me" sound a lot like Led Zeppelin.
As for acoustic ability, Nancy
shines through with, "Silver

(Photo-Clare Hannaway)

Wheels" and "Pilot" which
ultimately round out this fine
album.
***Keep an eye out for the March

28 release of the Stone's new
album as well as Eric Clapton's
"Live" at Buddahkan 2-record set.
Catch ya next week.

PREVIEWSPREVIEWSPREVIEWSPREVIEWSPREVIEWSPREVI
Continued from page 8 •
"War
Shadows,"
which
documents a Vietnam veteran's
crusade to publicize the effects of
Agent Orange, used as a defoliant
during the Vietnam War, and "Outtakes," Paul Brekke's film about
the isolation of a pilot during a
bombing mission.
"Controlling Interest" has won
prizes and critical acclaim in its
previous public screenings, including several major American
and European film festivals. A
Variety reviewer wrote: "What's
most starting about this skillfully
edited pic is a series of revealing
interviews with multinational executives and former government

officials. They say too much for
their own good."
On the same edition of INDEPENDENT FOCUS, now in its
third season on THIRTEEN, Jody
Eisemann's "War Shadows"
focuses on Paul Reutershan, a
Vietnam veteran who organized
Agent Orange Victims International to bring attention to the incidence of cancer and other
serious health problems among
people who hand come in contact
with the defoliant Agent Orarjge'
during the Vietnam War. Reutershan himself died of leukemia during production of the piece.
The third film of the program is
Paul Brekke's "Outtakes." The
film assembles archival footage of

TRIDENT RECORDS
• LARGE SELECTION JEWELRY & T-SHIRTS
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES
• OVER "1500" USED RECORDS PRICED
FROM $1 to $3

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB
BUY 10 GET ONE FREE!!!
::57 UNQUOWA RD
„
FAIRFIELD
25
(Near Community Theater)

2551838

HOURS
Mon-Sat:
10-6

bombing runs, accentuating their
visual effects, in telling its story.
In future weeks, INDEPENDENT
FOCUS, will include "Killer of
Sheep," (March 30), Charles
Burnett's narrative film about a
Black slaughterhouse worker in
Watts; on April 6, "Hardware
Wars," Ernie Fosselius and
Michael Wiese's parody of 'Star
Wars' and "The Last Space
Voyage of Wallace Ramsel," Ruth
Rotko and John Keeler's fictitious
account of UFO sightings in a
small town.
PREVIEWPREVIEWPREVIEWPRE
A mixed bag of movie mysteries
will be featured in the series Great
Suspense Movies on Cinema Thirteen, beginning March 22.

The Box Office is open for sale
of tickets to "What's So Beautiful
About A Sunset Over Prairie
Avenue?" A new drama by Edward
Allan Baker. Directed by Joe
Ragno, with sets by Brian Martin
and lighting by Cal Vornberger,
"What So Beautiful..." is a drama
about a young man's struggle to
climb out of his white slum

""CLASS
FOR QUICK PRINTING
Flyers

Cinema Thirteen, a year-round
pressentation of classic films,
made possible by members of
THIRTEEN, returns to its regular 9
p.m. Saturday time slot beginning
with this series. Repeats are
scheduled for Tuesdays at 11:40
p.m.
"Did she, or didn't she?" is the
question asked — and unanswered — in the series opener,
MADELEINE (1950), which airs Saturday, March 22 and Tuesday,
March 25. Directed by David Lean
and starring Ann Todd in the title
role, the film is based on the true
story of the arrest of Madeleine
Smith and her trial for murder in
Glasgow in 1857.
As George Stroud, editor of
Crimeways Magazine, Ray Milland
literally finds himself pressed for
time in THE BIG CLOCK (1948), airing Saturday, March 29 and Tuesday, April 1. The film also features
Maureen O'Sullivan, Charles
Laughton and George Macready.

Banking
as you like it

£§

3

Tickets
Resumes

a

Et Cetera

z
o

1136 Post Rood
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Telephone: (203) 255-3506

(ICIGUSTINIflNS

.1

"HOW CAN I
MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?"

TT
Member FI)IC

neighborhood in Southern New
England.
The show opens March 23 at
Ensemble Studio Theater, (549
West 52nd Street), with previews
beginning March 19. Tickets are
$4.00 for previews and $5.00 for all
other performances. For reservations call Ticket Central at
212-279-4200.

One way may be to live within tlw Augustinlan Fratamity.
Whan you coma to Ihw with us, you observe and
participate In our community Ufa for several years before
making a final commitment. You observe that we are a
religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and "that together and with one heart In
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, wa seek and worship
God and that wa labor in the service of the people
of God." Wa serve in colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals
and military chaplaincies.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Reverend John P. Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Villanova, PA 19086
(215) 525-5612

\

Ummm
»'"■'■■
City'
Phone

State

»p
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Classified
JOBS FOLLOWED BY CARD NO. CAN BE FOUND IN
COUNSELING CENTER CARD FILE. THESE CLASSIFIEDS
CAN BE UTILIZED BY ANYONE WISHING TO ADVERTISE
HELP WANTED, ROOMMATES NEEDED, THINGS FOR
SALE, SERVICES PROVIDED ETC. PLEASE WRITE TO BOX
1537 IN ORDER TO PLACE YOUR AD.

J

NURSES aides for Convalescent
Home in Norwalk Card PT 275
HELP at cocktail party, heat and
serve hors d'oeurves Sat. Mar. 15
8-12 p.m. $3.12 per hr. Two helpers
preferred. Card #332

Start Your Easter Vacation At

Thursday Nite 25 Drafts
Old Milwaukee Drafts All Night
Fri. — F.A.C. — Join The Club
Friday Afternoon Club 2-6

25* Drafts — Free Hot Pretzels
Fri. & Sat. — Rock With Banshee
Free Drafts For Everyone

Both Fri. $& Sat. Nites From 8:30-10:00
1.00 Cover With F.U.I.D.

Sat & Sun. During The Day
25° Drafts — Free Hot Dogs
Mon. — Fox Look A Like Contest
1st Prize — Date With Fox!!!
2nd Prize — Date With Fox
C

Kazes 50

All Nite

*********************

Tues. — Penny Night
Drinks One Cent 8-11
Music By The Toys

c

1

4.00 Per Person
••*****•**•*********•
Wed. — Pitcher Night $

Old Milwaukee &Tuborg Pitchers 1.50
Thurs.— Easter Farewell Nite —

(
**

^C

— Yukon Jack Party —
^
Music By Your Own Rift Raft * *
*
$
25>« Drafts — Yukon Drinks 1.00 *
Buy A Yukon Drink And Receive A Ticket For

Prizes — Prizes — Prizes
F.A.C Members Get Your Friday Drink Tonite

259-9091

PERMANENT p.t. job for someone
who enjoys working with figures.
Some slight sec'y work also. $4
per hr. Days, hrs. flex. Card #333

CONN Nat'l Bank looking for
teller, typist, all-around skills to
work Mon-Fri. 10-2:30 p.m. Floater
position, learn banking routine.
$3.50
or more DOE. Check card
PART time office work making
copies of invoices billing place 342.
CHEESE store of Southport needs
files and computer records etc.
clerk for Thurs, Fri. 11-1:30 p.m.
Odd jobs, flex hrs. Card PT #334
Sat 11-5 p.m. 3.12 per hr. Card 341.
STUDENT host for live bingo cable
DRUG store on Block Rock Tnpk
vision show. Thurs & Sat 5:30-7pm
needs someone two nights per
Paid position. Prior on the air week, 6-9 p.m. and every other
broadcast exper helpful. Send
Sun, night. $3.25 per hr. Card 340.
resume to: Paul Morton, Southern
TEACH piano to three children in
Conn. Cable Vision, 3770 Main St.,
home. Beginner and advanced.
Bpt. Conn. 06606
Home in Ffld. Card 339.
TRAFFIC counters weekdays THIRD year acct. maj. for tax acct.
2-6pm, 4-8 weeks; exp pref. simple work. Hrs. flex. 20-25 hrs. a week.
mathematics. Check Card 329
Possible full time Summer. Card
338
RECEPTIONIST for Inn, front desk
clerk. Revolving shifts 7-3pm,
CITITRUST 16 wk. internship,
3pm-11pm 32 hrs per week. Card
reorganize confidential files in
327
;
. Credit Dept. immediately. Card
CLEAN house at beach once a 337.
week. 3 hrs. $4 per hr. Card 328
RESTAURANT in Stamford needs
p.t. cook 3 nights a week, f.t. in
HOUSECLEAN'lNG 15-20 hrs. a
week. Above min. wage. Weston/ summer. Exp w/kitchen necess.
Card 336.
Westport area. Card 326
COUNTER workers needed. Flex,
HOUSESITTING and babysitting
hrs. avail. Apply in person bet. 2
for 2 boys, 5 & 7 yrs. old. May
and 4 p.m. at Arthur Treachers,
27-June 6. Card 325
3355 Post Rd., Southport.
ASSISTANT guide for historical
house tour in Stratford. Days
SERVICES PROVIDED
11am-4pm. Can split shift with
TYPING done at home. Fee nego.
other person $2.50 per hr. Card 323
Extensive
typing
exper.
DRIVER with interest in real estate
scholastic, bus and publications.
to drive during summer. Wilton to
Call Sue Aft 3pm weekdays
offices in Manhattan or N.J. Act as
335-3409
right-hand man to commercial
COOKIES by the doz. or platter.
broker. $150 per wk. Card 322
Homemade. Call 367-2358
YMCA in Wilton needs workers for
summer program: counselors,
ROOM & BOARD
__
specialists and two assist, camp
ROOM and board in exchange for
dir. Card 321
child care & housekeeping. Must
SENIOR with computer science or have driver's license. Pool, tennis,
data processing background. PT sauna available. Card PT313
4-5 hrs. at a stretch to perform
market research telephone survey
for about 2 weeks. Card PT 320A.
PART time programmer Fortran,
Cobol, twenty hrs. per wk. Junior
or Senior. Could lead to full time
job. Card 320

1975 Kowaski 500 Two cycle. Low
miles. King and Queen seat with
sissybar. $1400.00. Call John
735-1704.

BABYSIT three eves, a week in exchange for Room and Board. Card
#331

1975 C 250 Enduro. Low Miles. Excell Condit. $650. Call John
735-1704

URGENT. Permanent baby-sitter
needed. Mon 1-4, Tues 2-5, Fri 10
a.m.-1 p.m. Within walking
distance of University. If available
for one or all shifts, please check
Card 343.

LOST AND FOUND
__
REWARD offered for the return of
stolen Nikon F camera and accessories. Please call Bob at
255-5411 ext. 2534.

FOR SALE

Task Force Update
In order to provide all interested
members of the University community with an opportunity to
make known their views on athletics at Fairfield the University
Task Force on Athletics has
scheduled open hearings on Wednesday, April 2 and April 9. All
members of the University community are invited to express their
views on any item of the President's charge to the Task Force
published in the February 29 issue
of the Mirror or any other aspect of
athletics at Fairfield (varsity
sports, club sports, intramurals, or
general recreation). Those who
wish to appear before the Task
Force are asked to observe the
following guidelines:
1. Because of the short time available to the Task Force oral
presentations must be strictly
limited to five minutes per
speaker. In view of this limitation it is suggested that
speakers speak from outlines
or even prepared texts, in order
to use most efficiently the five
minutes alloted to them.
2. Speakers should be prepared
to answer questions from the
Task Force on their presentations.
3. If at all possible appearances
before the Task Force should
be scheduled in advance by
calling the President's Office,-

255-5411, Ext. 2217. Unscheduled speakers will be accommodated when possible on a firstcome/first-serve basis after
scheduled speakers are heard.
Speakers who will not be able
to appear at their pre-scheduled times are asked to inform
the President's Office as soon
as possible so that others may
be scheduled in their place.
4. Written materials in support of
or in lieu of oral presentations
may be submitted to the Task
For'ce at any time c/o its Chairman, Dr. Rosivach, via campus
mail.
5. The hearings on April 2 and 9
will be public, and all members
of the University community
are invited to attend.
Hearings schedule:
April 2, 4:00-6:00 p.m. — Gonzaga Auditorium
April 9, 7:00-10:00 p.m. — Oak
Room Campus Center
Sessions will be extended or additional sessions scheduled if warranted in the view of the Task
Force.
This invitation is extended to all
students, faculty, administrators,
staff and alumni.
Those who do not wish to appear in person before the Task
Force may submit written statements at any time, c/o the Task
Force's chairman.
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Cross Sections
THIS WEEKS QUESTION:
Do you feel that the Jesuit education you
are receiving at Fairfield is worth its new
price. — $6100 next year for tuition and
room and board?
Compiled by Kathy Zutell—Photos by Michael Prokop and Colin Kelleher

Ken Donovan '80: Economics
major — "I think they have to reinforce some of the weaker departments at Fairfield with some
new faculty members, and then I
would feel that the education was
well worth "6100."

George Carver '83: Economics—
"As long as they don't cut back on
services—like the number of
hours the rec center is open and
things like that. If they maintain
the same level of education, than I
think it's worth it."

Kathy Schurawich '82: Englishthink it's worthwhile. Although
many people are against such rigid
core requirements, they ertsure
that everyone takes worthwhile
courses, which in the long run
means that they get a very good
education. So I think it is worth the
money."

Tim Sheridan '83: Economics—"I
would say that the education> is
worth it. On the other hand, I don't
see why they are building Canisius
twin when they could be putting
money into the school in other
ways."
Sue
Lancaster
'80:
Accounting — "I think that the liberal arts
backround mixed in with my
business backround has given me
a fairly well-rounded education. I've
never Considered it as primarily a
Jesuit education, per se. Everyone
has a right to be educated to the
extent that they want to be
educated and I think $6100 is too
high a price for this right."

Pat Ruiz '81: Nursing—"I feel that
a well rounded Jesuit education is
very valuable, especially within the
field of professional nursing. In
view of our present economic
status, it is not feasible to maintain
a quality education with the
present rate of inflation without a
corresponding tuition increase.

Annie Berrone '81: Psychology—"I
think it's worth it only because it
wouldn't be worthwhile for me to
transfer now, after I've been here
three years. As long as I've come
this far I think it's worth finishing it
out—it is a good education."

Chris Woodward '81: Sociology—
"Even with inflation, I think it's too
expensive. What will happen is
that only the rich or very poor will
be able to go to school. It will wipe
out the middle class's opportunity
for higher education. But it's
worth it as long as I get my 50%discount for working at Macke."

Chuck Berere '82: Engineering—
"Yes, I think it will be. Every other
college has gone up, and
Fairfield's got a good reputation.
THey could save money on expenses though —the heat is
always going full blast in the campus center and the dorms. A lot of
energy here is wasted instead of
conserved."

Vallarie Hofler '81: Sociology—
"No, I don't think so; I don't agree
with the fact that tuition was
raised.

A career in law—
without law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled.only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.

Andrew Masini '82: English—"I
definitely think so. It's considerably less than other schools
of comparable quality. Besides, I
like the people here."

The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 3,000 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

John Zagaja '81: Engineering—"I
think that education is what you
make it. You could go here or go to
U. Conn., but the important thing is
whether you go to class and do the
work. The student-teacher relationship is better here (on the whole)
because the classes are smaller
here than at a public school. So
maybe some of the increase is
warranted, but not quite that
much."

Adrienne
Teschmacher
'81:
Psychology—"Yes, but only after
hearing Father Kelly's explanation
at the legislature meeting. For
example, he explained that the
development
program
for
professors which is going into effect in the 80's and the fact that the
number of college of applicants to
private colleges is dropping due to
the declined birth rate in the
nineteen sixties, energy costs and
the new building. I'm glad that I'll
be graduating next year though so I
don't have to worry about it much
longer."

Liz Soobode '81: Psychology—In
view of the economic problems
facing every scholastic institution,
as well as the decreasing value of
education. I think the diverse
liberal arts education offered at
Fairfield is the only alternative, and
is well worth the cost."

When you want it„
but don't nave
time to get it
We'll make it easy
for you to get
a flattering tan.
True, it's not the beach at
Acapulco or the Bahamas, but
not everyone can get away as
often or as long as they like.
Our Tanique Center offers the
perfect alternative — the unique,
safe method to get an all over
Sun Tan Glow quick (only
minutes per session)... and it
will help protect your skin from
the hot sun!
JUST STOP IN TODAY —
We're the "Little Isle"
off the Coast in Fairfield

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26
Mon.-Sat.
10am to 7pm
Fri.-'til 9pm
Sun. 10-3 i

The

Institute
for
Paralegal
Training
Laurie Keane '83: Politics—"Yes, I
do—we need the new building by
Canisius and that will cost a lot."

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732-6600

259-7623

Family Sun Tanning Centers
operated by Para-legal, Inc.

Approved by the American Bar Association.

1630 Post Road, Fairfield*Center
Across from Ottavios Restaurant Conn. Tpke. - Exit 12
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Comics
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collegiate crossword
11 Attributed
12 Yellow journalists,
Johnny Cash hit,
at times
"
the Line"
14 Matured
Chirring insects
15 Show-off of
Taking out
knowledge
23 Pipsqueak
Sudden, violent
action
24 Sea eagle
26 Disburse
Lou Grant, for one
High rank or
28 Ballplayer Dent
30 Work with a cake
reputation
31 Army stores
Paternal relative
32 Aversion
City room piece
33 Department in B.C.
Mr. Parseghian
34 Perfume nozzle
Well-known maga35 Windy City
zine
attraction
Fury
36 River to the Seine
Ruler in Kuwait
DOWN
38 Mobs
Crooner Nelson's
40 Events
1 Think
family
42 Worldwide humanities
2 Stuck, in a way
Numero
organization
3 Adjusted the front
Certain payment
43 Terminates
end
1/8 of a gallon
44 One of the paraffins
4 Vocal prayer
Football player
45 Davis and Astaire
5 Square or granny
Vernacular
6 Regained conscious ■47 9-to-5 routine
Goes too far
48 Star or car
ness (2 wds.)
Vocalize
7 Type of coffee
51 Have
with
Work with corn
8 Hit on the head
(have connections)
Remained in effect
9 John Henry's tool 53 Cowboy LaRue
"Le Coq
"
New Mexico's flower 10 Boffo!
55 Pitcher's statistic.
ACROSS

©Edward Julius

Collegiate CW79-6

46 Meteorological
abbreviation
47 Bridge authority
49 Require
50 Onassis
51 Like the Kalahari
52 Fragrant ester ' 54 Words on a dress
tag
56 Serf
57 Foot ornaments
(2 wds.)
58 Make
(create
a disturbance)
59 Certain chores
60 Garden gear
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Politics Of Today
Anderson Making Big Waves
by Tom Callahan
The rallying cry has gone out, "All the
way with JBA." Representative John Anderson of Illinois has nicely survived the early
primaries in the Northeast and had based
his hopes on doing well in his home state
on Tuesday to propel his campaign to
nation-wide prominence.
Buoyed
by
moderate-to-liberal
Republicans, disenchanted Independents
and Democrats, and enthusiastic college
students, Mr. Anderson was able to gain
strong second place finishes in the Vermont and Massachusetts primaries. He did
not contest the Southern primages
although he picked up the endorsements of
three large Florida newspapers. In Illinois,
he had the support of both the Chicago
Tribune and the Chicarjo Sun-Times. It appeared that Rep. Anderson would be involved in a close battle with Ronald Reagan for
first-place in the Illinois primary. This
represented a dramatic turnaround for

Anderson who was regarded as a sure loser
only a few weeks ago.
Rep. Anderson has said that his appeal is
due to a "hunger on the part of the
American people for a candidate who will
talk honestly." And Anderson is not afraid
to talk honestly. In the debates in Iowa and
New Hampshire, Anderson clearly distinguished himself from the rest of the thencrowded Republican field. Mr. Anderson
has, however, lasted longer than better
known rivals Howard Baker, John Connally,
and Bob Dole.
He has lasted longer despite taking some
controversial stands. He has stated his
position for more gun control in front of the
powerful gun lobby groups. He has repeated his stand for public funding for abortions in predominately anti-abortion
Catholic areas. He has denounced draft
registration in spite of polls that show most
Americans in favor of it. He has called for an
additional 50 cent-a-gallon gasoline tax at a
time when most people cringe every time

Media Made Politics
By Kathleen Moynlhan
In the past two decades, ever since John
Kennedy annihilated Richard Nixon in the
polls following their first debate, an increasing amount of energy has been spent
investigating the correlation between
political candidates and media exposure.
Another year filled with the hype of presidential primaries seems a particularly appropriate time to bring this issue to light.
once again.
This article does not deal with the'
appearance of a candidate and his resulting
success, but rather with the ominous
question of whether or not the media can
make the candidate a winner. The answer to
this question has particularly glaring
reverberations in our society. If a candidate
can be distorted and his platform twisted
enough by the media so that he wins, what
place does the independent American voter
have in today's elections? Can the American

voter trust the television and news articles to
state clearly and concisely the issues and
the candidates' platforms? Can the media, by
an abundance of coverage, make a candidate
a winner?
Examples of the media picking a winner
have abounded in the last thirty years of
American history. By predicting the victory of
Dewey over Truman in the 1948 presidential
elections, media made the outcome look
inevitable. Consequently, the low voter turnout threw the election to Truman. In the
primaries of this year's presidential election
two examples of increased media coverage
and its effects have already been evidenced.
The first concerns Geroge Bush. After 'victories' in Iowa and Puerto Rico, two sets of
delegates that are not instrumental to the
victory of any candidate at the GOP convention, Bush was heralded by the top two
national news magazines and two of the
three national networks as the 'front-runner'.

they go to the pumps. Still, the popularity
ratings of John Anderson continue to climb.
Rep. Anderson does favor balancing the
budget and instituting selective tax cuts to
stimulate the economy. He stands for a
windfall profits tax as long as it is used for
the development of alternative energy
sources, for conservation, and for helping
the poor pay their energy bills.
On foreign policy, Mr. Anderson is opposed to any further increase in defense spending than was first proposed. He feels, instead, that we should "demonstrate a
capacity to deal with our problems here at
home." When we do this, according to Rep.
Anderson, we will regain our real strength
and our position among the world community. He also favors showing solidarity with
our al ies in order to deter Soviet aggression
in the Middle East.
In the primaries, Rep. Anderson has
shown the ability to draw votes from
substantial numbers of Democrats and Independents. Any Republican, if he is to win

in November, must be able to create support from these groups of voters. However it
is doubtful if anyone as liberal as Mr. Anderson can gain enough support in his own
Republican Party. Regardless of what happens, Rep. Anderson has certainly made a
large impact on the Presidential politics in
1980.-

Bush had eclipsed Reagan's shining lead
and had advanced himself into the lead. His
campaign as this time took a turn towards
being more audacious and forward in its
criticism of Carter and other Republican
candidates. Obviously in New Hampshire,
the constituents did not like the new 'George
Bush'. It seems evident that Bush himself
had been taken in by the media propaganda.
He thought he had, as Newsweek put it,
"broken out of the pack" and was assured of
the New Hampshire primary, if not the
nomination.
The second example in these primaries
concerns John Anderson. Throughout his
campaign, until after Iowa, Anderson was
one of those candidates who only wished for.
more exposure. Until the New Hampshire
primary, his percentile support was in the
single digits, often grouped with Robert Dole
and Phillip Crane. In the two weeks prior to
the New Hampshire primary, Anderson had a
twenty minute segment on CBS's 60
Minutes, and a major story on both ABC's
evening news and its special program on the

election. Consequently, Anderson has been
boosted into the double digit percentile
range and appears to be one of the four candidates vying for the GOP nomination.
The effect the media has had on the constituents' voting behavior is alarming. To
many, the media has done away with the
traditional party structure and made the candidates only interested in attracting national
exposure. To think that such a state could
evolve in this country and shake one of the
basic tenants of democracy is indeed
frightening. Perhaps there is only one
solution to such a monopoly over our
political decision making; that is to use our
(the American peoples') education, we are
some of the most educated people in the
world so we are told, and make our own
rational decisions in the voting booth. This
requires us to not be susceptible to the
emotional arguments presented to us and
rely on facts and reason to make our
decisions. The upcoming elections and
primaries are a great place for us to start this
practice.
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More Letters
To the Editor: While it is becoming customary habit to
argue with writer Tim McDonald on every article that appears with his name, I feel that I
should not be left out of the ever growing list
of challengers and offer my comments on his
assessment of the duties of a Resident Advisor.
After reading Kathleen Moynihan's account on her experiences of being an RA, I
wonder if Tim actually read the same letter I
did. For the life of me I cannot figure out
what touched off his mind to write what he
did. Whatever his inspiration was did not
come from Kathleen's article. Perhaps I am
taking liberty in interpreting what Kathy
said, but the article was not an assessment
of the good and evil factors RA's face in
their dual role of being a student and an administrator. I took the article as a conflict of
whether a student is ready to sacrifice the
liberties one has as a non>working student
to become employed within the confines of
a university campus.
What Kathy expounded on was not the
trials and tribulations of trying to please two
opposing forces day in and day out. Rather, it
was the concern of an RA who asked herself
if she wanted to give up her freedom to go to
the Stag-Her on Friday nights because she
may have to monitor a building of people her
own age. I sincerely feel that if Kathy was not
an RA but was a barmaid in the Stag-Her or a
dishwasher in the kitchen, she would be
asking herself the same question: do I want
to make a sacrifice?
Tim seens adamant that an RA does not
owe loyalty to Student Services or the
students of his or her floor, but owes this
loyalty to his or herself to make the correct
and fair decision in a circumstance. That
sounds all well and fine, but its practicality
may be found wanting. RA's must sign a contract with Student Services which binds

them to certain practices and principles. In
This point is backed-up by another of your
the interest of not having to call security
comments. The "Cheers" section of the
every time there is a minor problem, RA's
issuse congratulated the residents of the
owe a degree of allegiance to these codes
Fairfield U. dorms for the recent decrease in
and will enforce them. However, as students
vandalism - a relative term. The front page arand human beings, they know when
ticle on campus vandalism, also in the Feb.
someone makes a mistake and that person To The Editor;
29 issuse, pointed out that the vandalism
\
realizes it afterwards. Writing them up for
was all but over in the dorms. Before you
In the February 29 issue of the Mirror,
their act is the right thing to do, but to your "Cheers and Boos" section really throw stones at the "Prep boys", the "F.U.
mechanically report the student without fascinated me. There were three specific boys" should get their own act together and
consideration of who he or she is and why it comments which caught my eye.
clean up the splinters of the Regis and
happened only results in the lack of conFirst, there was a "Boo" in response to the Canisius glass house.
munication between the RA and the students "Prep boys" who were "abusing" the Rec
Finally, you gave a "Boo" to those who
on the floor. An RA cannot help but feel that center and it's locker facilities. At Prep we don't write letters to the Mirror. We just wanhe or she is on both sides of the fence at one especially resent that kind of an accusation ted to oblige.
time or another.
Sincerely
since it seems that too often the "Prep boys"
I am surprised that Tim went as far to say are the scapegoats for much of the "F.U.
Brendan Sharkey
that Kathy was a believer in the "RA myth" boys" rowdiness.
Editor, Prep Soundings
when Kathy herself said that "My experience
of being an RA has been a time when I have
STORES INDV. OWNED
become closer to many people on campus"
and "being considered a part of the 'ad• FAIRFIELD CENTER, FFLD.
ministration' " had its share of privileges.
• 1086 BROAD ST., B'PORT
Doesn't sound like a Student Services enemy
• 1282 STATE ST., B'PORT
to me. Furthermore, I could not extract any
comment in Kathy's article that sounded like
• WOOLCO CNTR., ORANGE
an RA who was a preacher of "evil Student
• CALDOR CNTR., DERBY
Services" to win the laud and praise of her
• POST RD. & RT. 77. GUILFORD
floor. To attribute this myth to her is unfair;
to question her maturity is uncalled for.
Anyone who offers to be an RA has got to
have a level of maturity to start; anyone like
Kathy willing to share her experiences about
the post and the difficulties encountered
makes her all the more mature. Tim seems
eager to solve all the questions that an RA
may encounter in an easy-to-read catalogue.
CRIST A BELLA 10°
ROSSO C0NER0 12°
If only it was that easy!
SANGI0VESADIR0MAGNA120 CABERNET DEL TRENTIN0 12°
What Kathy attempted to do was not look
TREBBIAN0120
PIN0T DEL TRENTIN0 12°
for sympathy as an RA who did not know
where to pledge her allegiance. On the other
hand, she may have done a great justice to
those who are applying for an RA post for the
first time and do not know what is involved.
*H
SALE ENDS 3/31/80
Tim, read her article again!
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
by Ken Vaughn

Misplaced
Boos

WINE & LIQUOR SALE
TRIBUNO ITALIAN WINES
$
NOW 1.99
WERE 3.42

■KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCK!

V_^
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NHL Playoff Preview
Continued from page 16
teams in the overall points race
but after Simmer went down with
an ankle injury that sidelined him
for a month, the Kings went into a
tailspin that saw them go winless
in 12 games at one point. Simmer
has since returned to the lineup
but LA has been unable to make it
back to the .500 mark because
they give up goals faster than they
can score them.
Rob Palmer is the team's best
defenseman. Granted, this is not
saying much especially when your
team has the second worst defensive record in the NHL. The Kings'
total of 291 goals all owed is only
exceeded by the Edmonton Oilers
299.
Second year goaltender Mario
Lessard, who sees most of the action in net for Coach Bob Berry is
the main victim of this shoddy defense. However, despite Jjeing
given less than adequate protection, Lessard has shown enough
to lead me to believe that he can
be a quality NHL goaltender.
The Kings' wide-open style- of
play is not at all conclusive to the
tight-checking nature of playoff
hockey. Thus, with all due respect
to their offensive capabilities, I
give LA an outside chance of surviving the first round of the playoffs but going no further than the
second.

***

The Pittsburgh Penguins also
have a share of 2nd place by virtue
of their 26-32-12 record. In the
standings, Pittsburgh and Los Angeles have achieved almost identical results (Pittsburgh has
played 2 less games) but on the'
ice, the two teams could not be
more antithetical.'

Pens' Coach Johnny Wilson
eats and sleeps defense. He also
wants his forwards to employ a
strong forechecking game so as to
keep the enemy bottled up in their
own zone. So far this season, the
Penguins have kept the goals
against respectable but unfortunately, their goal scoring output is
down significantly from a year
ago.
The proud owners of the 6th
worst offense in the league with
only 223 goals scored (281 in
78-79), Pittsburgh has had to rely
on strong goaltending from
youngsters Rob Holland, acquired
from Montreal in the Herron deal,
and Greg Millen to keep them in
many contests.
A few weeks ago, the Pens' offense received a severe blow when
Greg Malone, last year's leading
scorer with 65 points, suffered a
season-ending knee injury. Also,
the failure of Peter Lee to regain
his 30 goal form of a year ago has
done little to bolster the depleted
Pittsburgh offense.
Amazingly, the Penguins got off
to their best start in the 12 year
•history of the franchise this season. On 1-4-80, their record was
16-11-11 and they were alone in 1st
place. However, in the interim, the
Pens have stumbled their way to a
10-21-1 record. Even a uniform
change in early February to the
colors of champions, the black
and gold of the Steelers and Pirates, has done little to counteract
the Pens' slide.
The signing of Olympian Mark
Johnson will go a long way toward
alleviating the Penguins' crisis at
the center position with Malone
out and Johnson's presence"will
also help to fill up the Pittsburgh
Civic Arena or "Igloo as it i& com-

monly called."
In summary, I feel Pittsburgh is
capable of pulling an upset in the
opening round but after that, it's
back to Antarctica until next October because of the lack of a consistent offense.

* *«

Last but not least are the Hartford, nee Springfield, nee New
England Whalers. Led by the highscoring duo of Mike Rogers (37
goals) and Blaine Stoughton (45
goals) the Whalers have been hot
of late. After standing at 10-20-10
halfway through the season, they
have come on to post a 15-9-4
record in their last 28 outings.
Despite the fact that their roster
resembles a geriatrics ward with
the likes of Gordie Howe, 53, Dave
Keon, 52, and Bobby Hull, 41, still
alive and well and in the NHL, the
Whalers, if they are able to maintain this level of play down the
stretch will make the playoffs.
This is an accomplishment in itself for this refugee from the nowdefunct WHA. The Whalers' organization reeks of class and I can see
good things down the road for
Coach Don Blackburn's skaters.
However, to return to the cold
hard facts of life in the NHL, I believe a first round elimination is in
store for the Whalers from this
year's playoffs. Lack of overall
team depth will do them in but the
lessons they learn will better prepare them for future wars.

Athlete of the Week
by Chris Byrd

It was like David against so many
Goliaths. In the New England fencing championships on March 1,
Richard Horoschack was up against the heavyweights of New
England fencing, particularly M.I.T.
M.I.T., per annum, spends approximately $700,000 on fencing.
Members on the squad are on full
scholarship. Despite these heavy
odds
being
against
him,
Horoschack managed a third place
finish in the individual epee event
behind two members of the M.I.T.
squad. For faring so well against
these "Giants", Horoschack h^as
been named Athlete of the Week.
The Senior had this reaction to
the honor. He commented, "I am
surprised, but I thought I had a shot
at it." Horoschack contributed his
recent success to his unique style
and to weightlifting. He stated, "I
fence a lot differently than they do^

(in New England). My style is a New
York - New Jersey one. In addition, I
do a lot of weightlifting. I'm not
very fast so I have to overpower
them."
Horoschack, who describes his
event as a "free for all" was asked
if he had a certain strategy going
into an event. He responded, "No. I
used to but as I got better, I learned
to adapt to my opponent." He continued, "I try to adjust. If he likes to
attack, I can't attack and go on the
defensive. If he is on the defensive,
I try to make him attack. If he is in
the middle, I attack him."
Besides the actual competition,
there were other intangibles at
work that "amazed" the verbose
and confident fencer. He commented, "The most amazing thing was
how badly they (the other teams)
treated Fairfield. I have never seen
such organized animosity in my
life." .
Yes, Richard, no one likes a
"Giant Killer".

1980 RUGBY SCHEDULE
March 22
Lafayette(Pa.) AWAY
April 12
Princeton
HOME
April 19-20Seton Hall TournyAWAY
April 26 Suffolk Cty. Celtics HOME
May 3
RockawayClub
HOME

THEY DON'T CALL IT
THE GREEN MONSTER
FOR NOTHING.

Men's tennis is gearing up for season.

(Colan Kelleher Photo)

J
REALLY FRESH PIZZA
• Call when you leave your house
• Your order will be ready when you arrive

BEVERLY PIZZA HOUSE
Every 5 Pies — One Free
2969 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

335-5240

CHAMPION
PERFECTION
PRIDE
(Formerly Supreme Sports)

Spotting Goods
NEW BALANCE SHOES
320's-355's

ITS

16 ice-cold fluid
ounces of private stock. A
combination of the choicest,
most expensive ingredients
and extensive cellar aging to
deliver a taste that grabs you
like no other. Maybe that's
why people call Haffenreffer
Malt Liquor "the Green Monster" ... If
you go near it, you might just get bitten.

Mens and
Ladies

19.95

All Etonic RUNNING SHOES
V3 Off Through 3/31/80

GERRY PARKAS VESTS
25% Off

Narragansett Brewing Co., Cranston, R.I.

857 Post Rd.-259-1291

HAFFENREFFER MALT LIQUOR

Next to Grand Union, foot of N. Benson Rd.
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Baseball Squad Plans Southern Swing
By Chris Byrd
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Stag diamondmen working hard before their southern swing. ,
(Beth Haugh Photo)

Stag Skiiers
Impressive
By Rodrigo Ortileb
You didn't know that we had a
ski team? Well Lehigh, Lafayette,
Rutgers, and six other schools
from the New Jersey College Ski
League know that we do. They
were all beaten as Fairfield's team
secured third place just behind
Princeton and County College of
Morris in the final race of the season.
Fairfield's Ski Team will become a serious contender for the
division championship next season. Two seniors, "Coach" Dave
Rogers and Jim Dolan have contributed invaluable amounts of

time and talent, and they will be
greatly missed next year. However, two freshman on the team,
Pat Carolan and Pat sullivan finished the season very impressively adding to the optimism of
the team.
Fairfield's Ski Team ended the
season with some impressive
overall individual standings. Pat
Carolan's consistent finishes
earned him fifth place overall,
while Dave Rogers captured tenth.
Also, juniors "Vid" Margarone and
Doug Bennett finished 15th and
32nd respectively, while the two
women on the team, Pat Sullivan
and Kim Andersen placed third

It is American time. The rites of
spring. Males (and females) everywhere are shaking the dust out of
their gloves and are preparing to
make their pilgrimages back to
their shrines — baseball diamonds of all shapes and forms.
Coach Cooke's Fairfield nine is
ready to make their pilgrimage.
They will be southbound come
March 25 and will be there a week.
During this stretch, they will play 7
games against the likes of North
Carolina at Wilmington, North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, East Carolina and Towson State.
As always, this first test will be
a stern one. It allows Cooke to determine not so much who will be
playing but where and when (for
pitchers) they will be playing.
Cooke explains, "I know already
who will be fundamentally our top
players. It's just a matter of coming up with a pitching rotation and
positioning players. I have players,
especially infielders who can play
3 positions. I have to interchange
them and come up with the right
combination."
Cooke was asked what kind of
success his team will have on this
trip. He responded, "That's hard to
tell. The other teams are a couple
of weeks ahead of us. We haven't
been outside and we'll have to adjust. I think we are physically prepared as well as emotionally and
mentally." He continued, "We are

usually about .500, either 1 up or 1
down. The big question is how the
younger kids will adapt. Last year
we had a lot of veterans and they
knew what to expect having been
on a trip before. We have a lot of
new players this year but they're
good athletes and work very
hard."

Cooke feels that ultimately the
trip can't really hurt the Stags. It
can only help. He commented,
"Our southern record won't hurt
us. What really matters is our
ECAC and northern record. Anything we can grab down South is a
bonus. Wins will help us and
losses won't hurt us."

Tennis Team
Sets Roster
By Mirror Staff
After extensive try-outs the
roster of the Fairfield Univeristy
Men's tennis team, coached by Dr.
Joseph Grassi, has been completed. The following players will
represent Fairfield during the
spring season, returnees; co-captains Douglas Williams (senior)
and Jeff McNamara (junior), Greg
Magner (junior — number one
player the last two years), Edward
Poirot (junior), Jonathan Wolk
(sophomore), Keith Richardson
(junior), and new players: Dave
George, Brian Murphy, Eric
Lemieux and Kevin Cunningham.
This year's team is out to improve on last year's impressive
(nine wins four losses) record.
Last year's team was led by Jeff
McNamara (eleven wins one loss)
and Ed Poirot (ten wins one loss).

The team recently participated in
the University of Hartford's
doubles tournament and finished
tied for 3rd place. The number 1
doubles team of Greg Magner and
Jonathan Wolk lost in the second
round to Springfield, while the
number 2 doubles team of Doug
Williams and Keith Richardson
lost in the finals to Springfield
which finished first. The season
formally begins after the spring
break and the schedule includes,
among others, the following
teams: lona (always a very strong
team), Fordham, St. John's, Villanova, University of Rhode Island,
Connecticut College, Hartford and
New Paltz. At the end of April they
will participate in the New England's Tennis Conference tournament to be held in the Boston
area.

SPORTS

and fifth overall in the women's
standings.
Rogers looks for an improved
team for next season also.
"Jim (Dolan) and I are the only
two graduating, so everyone is
pretty much coming back. We kept
improving throughout the year."
The senior cited the performances of Sullivan and Carolan as
main reasons for the improvements made during the season.
"Pat Sullivan was just getting it

together when the season ended
and won a couple tournaments for
the women. Carolan was second
on the team overall, and also improved."
However, Rogers felt the team
could have done better than it
finished.
"If the 'A' team had been a little
more consistent, we would have
finished much higher in the
league. Losing Jim Chabot from
last year's team hurt (Chabot, a

freshman last year, left school),
but there was a lot of new talent
on the team."
Roger was impressed with the
showing of the 'B' team.
"They did really well, winding
up second in the league. They
even did well when they were
missing a couple .guys."
So, optimism seems to be the
word to describe the outlook for
the 1980-81 Fairfield ski team, as
another successful year ends.

Eye on the N.H.L.
By John Chester
Since the NHL realigned to its
present two conference-four division setup prior to the 1974-75 season, the Norris Division has been
the private domain of the Montreal
Canadiens. And now, with less
than VA of the 1979-80 schedule remaining to be played, "Les Habitants" have already romped, with
minimal opposition, to their 6th division title in as many seasons.
However, this is not to say that
this year has been all champagne
and roses for the 4-time defending
Stanley Cup Champions.
It seems that the Canadiens'
problems started shortly after
they beat the Rangers for the Cup
last May. Before the statements to
the effect that the Habs were indeed a dynasty had given way to
talk of balls, strikes, and homeruns, Montreal was faced with filling four major holes in its armor.
Ken Dryden and Yvan Cournyour
were lost to retirement and Jacques Lemaire and Coach Scotty
Bowman split Montreal for the
proverbial greener pastures of
Switzerland and Buffalo respectively.
Add to these losses the rash of
crippling injuries that hit the Canadiens early this season and it was
not surprising that word out of
Habs' country started to sound a
bit discouraging.
Last December, the Canadiens
caused consternation throughout

the province of Quebec by losing 5
games in a row and going winless
in 11 on the road. These numbers
tied long standing club records for
futility and rumor had it that the
Canadiens' clubhouse had taken
on the appearance of the baseball
Giants "San Fiasco" of 1979. Instead of brandishing baseball
bats, frustrated players were armed with hockey sticks.
But just as Montreal's ship
started to flounder, new coach
Claude Ruel rallied the substantial
amount of talent he had left at his
disposal and since then, the Canadiens have been steaming full
speed ahead.
Two
main . reasons
for
Montreal's return to prominence
have been the play of center Pierre
Larouche and goaltender Denis
Herron, both of whom were acquired by the Canadiens in separate deals from Pittsburgh.
Larouche, who at the age of 20
scored 53 goals for the Penguins
in 1975-76, is finally getting a
chance to play regularly this season for Montreal. After seeing primarily spot duty the last two season, Pierre is taking a regular shift
between wingers Guy Lafleur and
Steve Shutt and so far this year, he
has 46 goals to show for his efforts.
In goal, Herron has been scintillating to which his 20-3-1 record attests. After overcoming some injury problems of his own earlier in
the year, Herron has emerged as

the teams' no. 1 goalie. He is their
stopper, the man they want in the
nets in the big games.
Mon-treal's 20 losses so-far this
season already surpasses their
total of 17 a year ago but come
playoff time, expect this wily, veteran team to be healthy and ready
to go. The Canadiens know how to
win when it counts and for this
reason, they have to be considered a serious threat to make it 5
Cups in a row.
KINGS, PENGUINS, WHALERS
SCRAMBLE FOR 2ND
Currently, the La Kings, the
Pittsburgh Penguins, and the Hartford Whalers are all tied for second in the division with 64 points.
With Montreal sporting a 43-20-8
record, these three teams trail the
pace-setting Habs by a whopping
30 point margin.
Under the new ownership of
Jerry Buss, the 26-34-12 Kings can
safely be described as an enigmatic team. Offensively, if the
Alamo had as many guns as LA
does, it would not have fallen.
Conversely, the Kings' defense is
porous to say the, least.
The most productive trio in the
NHL this season has been the
Kings' line of Dave Taylor, Charlie
Simmer, and Marcel Dionne, who
is assaulting every major scoring
record known to man.
Early in the season, LA was
hanging in the upper echelon of
Continued on page 15

"Coach" Dave Rogers pushes off after hearing starter's signal. The senior
ended his Fairfield skiing career recently.
Mirror Staff Photo

